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1
Introduction
This work studies a mathematical model of a bogie, the aim being to
investigate the correlation between the lateral motion of the bogie and
lateral irregularities of the track that the bogie is running along. When
modelling the wheel-rail forces real wheel and rail profiles are used. One
of the main differences between this work and previous ones is that the
vertical degrees of freedom are included making the model very realistic as
this allows a dynamic calculation of the penetration depth in the contact
area.
In chapter two the model of the bogie is described, this is followed by
a chapter describing how the wheel-rail interaction is modelled. The
fourth chapter gives a presentation of the numerical algorithms used in
this work.
The fifth chapter presents the results obtained during this work, it begins
with an brief investigation of the dynamics when running on a straight
track. The second section introduces some statistical measures and treats
centerline irregularities when running with a fixed speed of 30 m/s. The
following section investigates the behaviour of the model when the track
possesses gauge irregularities. The fourth and fifth sections describe the
changes observed when changing the velocity of the railway vehicle and
the phase between the sinusoidal irregularities of the rails. In the final
section the eigenfrequencies of the bogie are found and the most impor-
tant modes are described. Chapter six is a discussion of the obtained
results, and these are related to the possibility of measuring track ir-
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regularities using accelerometers mounted on the bogie. Finally, some
appendixes are included bringing some details of the derivations related
to the wheel-rail interaction and details about the used profiles.
2
The model
In this chapter the model analyzed in this work is introduced. The bogie
we have chosen to model is called Cooperrider’s bogie, and it is chosen
because all springs and dampers are considered linear, simplifying the
model, and it has been investigated in detail in earlier works.
First comes a description of the physical system that the model is con-
cerned with. Then the coordinate systems used are described together
with the transformations required. Finally, the set of differential equa-
tions comprising the model is presented.
2.1 Description of the system
The full model consists of the following four parts: Rails, wheelsets, bogie
frame, and car body. The wheelsets and the bogie frame are referred to
as the bogie. The motion of the bogie and the car body is explicit in the
system of differential equations (see page 8).
The rail profile used in this work is the standard UIC60 profile with an
inclination of 1/40 towards the center of the track. In this work only
straight tracks are considered. The nominal distance between the two
rails measured 14 mm under the top of the rail is 1435 mm. This distance
is called the gauge. One of the irregularities dealt with in this work is
the gauge. The rails are considered totally smooth, and rigid in the sense
that they are fixed to the ground. They are also considered to be elastic,
3
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within the contact ellipse, allowing penetration which is necessary for
calculations of the wheel-rail interaction. A complete drawing of the rail
profile is found in appendix A.
The wheel used is the DSB97-1 profile which is a modified version of the
European S1002 profile. The flange has been moved further in, because
the gauge on most Danish railway lines is less than 1435 mm, and the
backside of the flange is inclined to ensure better conditions for the guid-
ance of the wheel, see appendix B. Two wheels fixed with a totally rigid
axle in between is a wheelset. For an undisturbed track and a centered
wheelset the rolling radius r0 is 0.425 m and the distance between the two
points of contact is 1.50 m. The wheels are considered totally smooth,
and as for the rails, penetration is allowed. The wheel profile is given as
piecewise polynomials and arcs of circles, made such that the second or-
der derivative is continuous. The precise definition wasn’t available from
DSB (The Danish State Railways). Instead the table which was used to
re-profile the wheels is used. A bogie has two wheelsets a front and a
rear.
The two wheelsets of a bogie are supported by a bogie frame to which
they are connected by springs; this set of springs is referred to as the
primary suspension. Furthermore, the bogie frame is supporting the car
body through another set of springs and four dampers; together these
form the secondary suspension. The bogie frame is considered a rigid
body.
The last body of a rail car is the car body, which is supported by two
bogies giving a total of four wheelsets. In this work only one bogie and
half of the car body is considered as computational time would be too
long if the complete rail car was modeled.
The primary purpose of the bogie is to guide the rail car safely along
the track. In addition it is designed to dampen the vibrations that arise
from irregularities in the track and wheels and hence also in the wheel-
rail contact forces. This double suspension increases the comfort for the
passengers in the car body and lowers the wear of the different rigid
bodies. Diagrams sketching the bogie are shown in Fig. 2.1.
In Cooperrider’s bogie all springs, longitudional as torsional, are consid-
ered linear and they obey Hooke’s law. The dampers are also considered
linear. The values for the spring and damping constants are listed in
table 2.1
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(b) View of the bogie from above.
Figure 2.1: Sketch of the bogie.
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k1 = 1823.0 kN/m k4 = 182.3 kN/m
k2 = 3646.0 kN/m k5 = 333.3 kN/m
k3 = 3646.0 kN/m k6 = 2710.0 kNm
D1 = 20.0 kNs/m D2 = 29.2 kNs/m
d1 = 0.62m h1 = 0.0762m
d2 = 0.68m h2 = 0.6584m
b = 1.074m h3 = 0.8654m
Table 2.1: The spring and damping constants and the characteristic lengths
used.
The mass and moment of inertia (abbreviated moi.) of the different
bodies are listed in table 2.2
mw = 1022.0 kg Mass of wheelset
Iwy = 80.0 kgm
2 Moi. of wheelset around lateral axis
Iwx = 678.0 kgm
2 Moi. of wheelset around longitudinal axis
Iwz = 678.0 kgm
2 Moi. of wheelset around vertical axis
mF = 2918.9 kg Mass of bogie frame
IFx = 6780.0 kgm
2 Moi. of bogie frame around longitudinal axis
IFy = 6780.0 kgm
2 Moi. of bogie frame around lateral axis
IFz = 6780.0 kgm
2 Moi. of bogie frame around vertical axis
mc = 44388.0 kg Mass of car body
Icx = 2.80e5 kgm
2 Moi. of car body around longitudinal axis
Table 2.2: The masses and moments of intertia used in this work.
The values used are the same as those used by Henrik Thillman [1] and
Jacob Birkedal Nielsen [2], except for Iwx, IFy and Icx which weren’t
used in their models.
2.2 Coordinate systems
Each of the bodies in the rail car have its own coordinate system associ-
ated with it, and so have the tracks. With the present model this gives
a total of five coordinate systems. In order to make a useful mathemat-
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ical description of the system it is an advantage to describe everything
with respect to the same coordinate system. I have choosen to refer to a
coordinate system placed in the ideal center track line and moving with
the velocity of the car V . The x-axis is in the longitudinal direction,
the direction of motion, whereas the y-axis is in the lateral direction and
finally the z-axis is in the vertical direction, see Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The relation between the three used coordinate systems: rail,
wheelset, and contact point.
The position of a rigid three-dimensional body has six degrees of free-
dom and its position can be given as the position of the center of mass
according to the primary axes: x, y and z, and the rotation around the
primary axes. In railway dynamics roll (φ) is the rotation around the
x-axis, pitch (θ) is the rotation around the y-axis and yaw (ψ) is the
rotation around the z-axis, see Fig. 2.3.
z
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x
φ
ψ
θ
Figure 2.3: Definition of coordinates for a 3D body.
As mentioned above six coordinates are needed to determine the exact
position of a three-dimensional body, however, in the present work some
simplifications can be made. As the coordinate system is moving with
the velocity V relative to the ground and the bodies are assumed to move
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with the same velocity the longitudinal variable can be neglected, except
for the tracks where the longitudinal position relative to the starting point
of the simulation it is needed in order to determine the irregularities.
The pitch of the wheelsets is omitted and instead a first order differential
equation is included for each wheelset in order to calculate the angular
velocity.
Finally, the car is only allowed to make a rolling motion as the other
directions of motion would require modeling of a full rail car with two
bogies.
2.3 Differential equations
In order to simulate the system it has to be formulated as a set of first
order differential equations, but in order to make the interpretation easier
the system is presented as fourteen second order differential equations
and two first order differential equations. The latter two calculates the
difference between the actual angular velocity of the wheelsets and the
theoretical value, (Ω = V/r0).
Table 2.3 describes each of the used coordinates.
To simplify the equations mx =
1
4mrc+
1
2mf +mw is inserted, where mx
is the static load on each wheelset.
In the equations Fijk is the frictional forces in the wheel-rail contact area,
and Nijk is the normal forces in the contact area. The first index i defines
left (l) and right (r) wheel, the second index j defines the direction x, y
or z, and the final index k determines the wheelset, 1 is the front wheelset
and 2 is the rear wheelset. aik and rik are the distance from the center
of mass of the wheelset to the contact point on each wheel in the lateral
and vertical directions respectively, i.e., rik is the actual rolling radius of
the wheels (Fig. D.1 shows the distances).
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q1 Front wheelset lateral
q2 Front wheelset yaw
q3 Rear wheelset lateral
q4 Rear wheelset yaw
q5 Bogie frame lateral
q6 Bogie frame yaw
q7 Bogie frame roll
q8 Rail car roll
q9 Front wheelset vertical
q10 Rear wheelset vertical
q11 Front wheelset roll
q12 Rear wheelset roll
q13 Bogie frame vertical
q14 Bogie frame pitch
β1 Rolling constraint front wheelset
β2 Rolling constraint rear wheelset
Table 2.3: Explanation of the variables used in the set of differential equations
2.1.
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The full set of equations is given below:
mwq¨1 = Fly1 + Fry1 +Nly1 +Nry1 − 2k1(q1 − q5 − bq6 − h1q7) (2.1a)
Iwxq¨2 = ar1(Frx1 + (Fry1 +Nry1)q2)− al1(Flx1 + (Fly1 +
Nly1)q2)− 2k2d21(q2 − q6) (2.1b)
mwq¨3 = Fly2 + Fry2 +Nly2 +Nry2 − 2k1(q3 − q5 + bq6 − h1q7) (2.1c)
Iwxq¨4 = ar2(Frx2 + (Fry2 +Nry2)q4)− al2(Flx2 + (Fly2 +
Nly2)q4)− 2k2d21(q4 − q6) (2.1d)
mf q¨5 = 2k1(q1 + q3 − 2q5 − 2h1q7) + 2k4(h2q7 + h3q8 − q5) +
2D2(h2q˙7 + h3q˙8 − q˙5) (2.1e)
Ifz q¨6 = 2d
2
1k2(q2 + q4 − 2q6)− k6q6 −D6q˙6 + 2bk1(q1 − q3 − 2bq6)(2.1f)
Ifxq¨7 = 2k1h1(q1 + q3 − 2q5 − 2h1q7) + 2k4h2(q5 − h2q7 − h3q8) +
2D2h2(q˙5 − h2q˙7 − h3q˙8)− 2d21k3(2q7 − q11 − q12) (2.1g)
−2d22(k5(q7 − q8) +D1(q˙7 − q˙8))
Icxq¨8 = −2d22(k5(q8 − q7) +D1(q˙8 − q˙7)) (2.1h)
mwq¨9 = Flz1 + Frz1 +Nlz1 +Nrz1 + 2k3(q13 − q9)−mxg (2.1i)
mwq¨10 = Flz2 + Frz2 +Nlz2 +Nrz2 + 2k3(q13 − q10)−mxg (2.1j)
Iwxq¨11 = −ar1(Frz1 +Nrz1 − (Fry1 +Nry1)q11) +
al1(Flz1 +Nlz1 − (Fly1 +Nly1)q11)− 2k3d21(q11 − q7) (2.1k)
Iwxq¨12 = −ar2(Frz2 +Nrz2 − (Fry2 +Nry2)q12)−
al2(Flz2 +Nlz2 − (Fly2 +Nly2)q12)− 2k3d21(q12 − q7) (2.1l)
mf q¨13 = −2k3(2q13 − q9 − q10)− 2k5q13 − 2D1q˙13 (2.1m)
Ify q¨14 = −2bk3(2bq14 + q9 − q10) (2.1n)
Iwyβ˙1 = −rr1(Frx1 + Fry1q2 +Nry1q2)− rl1(Flx1 + Fly1q2 +
Nly1q2)− 2d21k3q2q7 (2.1o)
Iwyβ˙2 = −rr2(Frx2 + Fry2q4 +Nry2q4)− rl2(Flx2 + Fly2q4 +
Nly2q4)− 2d21k3q4q7 (2.1p)
3
The wheel-rail interaction
The model described in the previous chapter seems straight forward,
but the real trouble in railway dynamics lies in the forces arising in the
contact area between the wheel and the rail.
The nonlinearities in the friction forces that arise in the wheel-rail inter-
action originate from three different phenomena:
• The rail profile UIC60 consists of different circles put together such
that the radius of curvature is discontinuous (see appendix A).
• The point of contact is a nonlinear function of the lateral displace-
ment. For large lateral displacements an effect called flanging oc-
curs, which implies that all the characteristic parameters of the
contact point changes rapidly.
• Creepage is the normalized resultant relative speed between a wheel
and a rail in the point of contact. It gives rise to shear forces due
to the dry friction contact - the so-called creep forces.
3.1 Penetration depth and normal force calcu-
lation
When working with stiff bodies the contact problem can be solved using
Coulomb’s classical law of friction, but that is not possible here as both
11
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wheels and rails are considered elastic bodies. The first step in determin-
ing the forces in the contact area is to find the depth of penetration.
In the theory presented by Hertz in 1881-82 it is shown how to deter-
mine the shape of the contact patch between two bodies given that the
following four conditions apply:
1. The two bodies must be described by a bilinear polynomial in the
point of contact: z = Ax2 + V y2 + Cxy.
2. The two bodies are made from totally elastic, homogeneous and
isotropic materials.
3. The displacement in the point of contact can be neglected.
4. The diameter of the contact patch is small compared to the char-
acteristic diameters of the two bodies.
When these four conditions hold the theory proves that the contact patch
is always elliptic and that the strain in the contact area is given by:
p(x, y) = p0
√
1− x
2
a2
− y
2
b2
(3.1)
Where a and b are the semi axes of the elliptic contact patch, see Fig. 3.1.
The point (x, y) = (0, 0) is in Hertz’s case the center of symmetry and
it will be refered to as the point of contact. As it is assumed that the
bodies are described by a bilinear polynomial it has a maximum and a
minimum radius of curvature and these are perpendicular to each other.
The maximum and the minimum radius of curvature are refered to as
the principal radii.
When considering a wheel these two radii are the radius of the wheel
(Rxw) and the curvature of the wheel (Ryw). Since the bogie makes
sure that the yaw angle is small these radii are aligned with the chosen
coordinate system. Hence the shape of the wheel can be described as:
zw(x, y) =
x2
2Rxw
+
y2
2Ryw
within the contact patch.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of two bodies in contact and below the strain within the
contact ellipse.
For the rail it is even simpler as the maximum radius of curvature is
infinite (Rxr =∞) and the minimum radius of curvature is the curvature
of the rail profile (Ryr); these radii are also aligned with the coordinate
system. Likewise the shape of the rail is described as:
zr(x, y) =
y2
2Ryr
The principal radii of the wheel and the rail are aligned with each other
and the coordinate system, this implies that the semi axes of the con-
tact ellipse are also aligned with the coordinate system, simplifying the
upcoming calculations.
The plane of contact is the tangent plane in the point of contact. In this
plane x and y are the longitudinal and lateral coordinates respectively.
The undeformed distance between the rail and the wheel is given by:
h(x, y) = Dxx
2 +Dyy
2
where Dx and Dy are the averaged radii of curvature given by:
Dx =
1
2
(
1
Rxr
+
1
Rxw
)
=
1
2
1
Rxw
Dy =
1
2
(
1
Ryr
+
1
Ryw
)
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When a normal force (N) is applied, an elliptic contact patch is formed
according to the theory of Hertz. Because of the penetration (q) the
undeformed distance is reduced to:
h(x, y) = Dxx
2 +Dyy
2 − q
Hence the area of contact is the area where the undeformed distance is
negative, and it is described by:
C =
{
(x, y)
∣∣∣∣ x2a2 + y
2
b2
< 1
}
It is assumed that a > b if not, the coordinate system is rotated by π/2
so that it holds. At the present moment it is widely accepted that the
theories by Kalker [3] are overall the most precise when handling the
contact problems between the wheel and the rail. According to Kalker
the penetration (q) for given semi axes a and b of the contact patch is
given by:
q = (Dx +Dy)b
2K(k)
E(k)
(3.2)
The strain of the contact patch is given by Eq. 3.1 with p0 given as:
p0 =
3N
2πba
=
(Dx +Dy)bE
2(1− ν2E(k)) (3.3)
where E is Young’s modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. C(k), D(k), E(k),
and K(k) are the elliptical integrals given by:
D(k) =
∫ pi/2
0
sin2 φ√
1− k2 sin2 φ
dφ
C(k) =
∫ pi/2
0
sin2 φ cos2 φ√
1− k2 sin2 φ
dφ
E(k) =
∫ pi/2
0
√
1− k2 sin2 φdφ
K(k) =
∫ pi/2
0
1√
1− k2 sin2 φ
dφ
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where k is dependent on the ratio between the semi axes a and b:
k =
√
1− g2 , g = b
a
(3.4)
Using Eq. 3.3 and 3.4 and knowing the relationship k it is possible to
calculate the semi axes:
a = 3
√
3N(1− ν2)E(k)
π(Dx +Dy)Eg2
, b = ga (3.5)
The relationship k is according to Hertz’s theories given by the curvature
of the two bodies in the contact point. For further details see Kalker’s
book [3].
From Eq. 3.5 it is seen that the semi axes of the contact point scales with
the normal force raised to the power of one third:
a ∝ N 13 , b ∝ N 13 (3.6)
In this work the vertical degrees of freedom are included. This makes the
actual penetration dependent on the state variables, and a relation to
the normal force is required. From Eq. 3.2 it is seen that the penetration
goes with b squared and using Eq. 3.6 it is found that
N ∝ q 32 (3.7)
The penetration is found geometrically by transforming the contact point
on the wheel from the wheelset coordinate system to the inertial coordi-
nate system, subtracting from the position of the contact point on the
rail, and finally transforming to the coordinate system of the contact
area where the penetration is found as the z component. The data from
RSGEO contains a static penetration, and the penetration found here is
the additional penetration:
∆ql = (atl − y − awl − φrl) sin(δl + φ)
+(ztl − z0 − z − φawl + rl) cos(δl + φ)
∆qr = −(−atr − y + awr − φrr) sin(δr + φ)
+(ztr − z0 − z + φawr + rr) cos(δr + φ)
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The derivation of the expression for the penetrations is shown in ap-
pendix D. Let q0 and N0 be the penetration and the normal force found
with RSGEO then the actual normal force becomes:
N = N0
(
q0 +∆q
q0
) 3
2
= N0
(
1 +
∆q
q0
) 3
2
The actual calculation of the penetration have given some numerical
problems which I’ll comment on in chapter 4.
3.2 Creep forces
The creep forces are due to the relative motion between the wheel and the
rail in the contact area. The conicity of the wheel makes a 3D calcula-
tion necessary and the overall best describing model is Kalker’s [3] which
is implemented in his program Contact. Unfortunately this program is
very slow and hence unsuitable for long simulations. Many other ap-
proximations have been made over the years, and I’ve tried two different
ones. First I tried a recent code made by Polach [5], but I wasn’t suc-
cessful so I switched to the previously used method by Shen, Hedrick and
Elkins (SHE). For further details on the history of different approaches
to calculating the creep forces see [3] and [4].
Before getting to the actual force calculation the creepages (the rela-
tive motion between the bodies) have to be found. The creepage is split
into three parts - longitudinal, lateral, and spin creepage. The first two
are the motion in longitudinal and lateral direction in the contact plane
normalized by the velocity V , whereas the spin creepage is the rotation
around the z axis of the contact plane again normalized by the longitu-
dinal velocity. It can be shown (see appendix C) that creepages for the
left and right wheels are given by:
ξlx =
Vlcx
V
=
V + ψy˙ − rlΩ+ rlψφ− alψ
V
ξrx =
Vrcx
V
=
V + ψy˙ − rrΩ+ rrψφ+ arψ
V
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ξly =
Vlcy
V
=
(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rlφ˙) cos δl + (z˙ − y˙φ+ alφ˙) sin δl
V
ξry =
Vrcy
V
=
(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rrφ˙) cos δr + (z˙ − y˙φ− arφ˙) sin δr
V
ξs =
ωlcz
V
=
−(Ω− ψφ˙) sin δl + ψ˙ cos δl
V
ξs =
ωrcz
V
=
(Ω− ψφ˙) sin δr + ψ˙ cos δr
V
It has been shown that the wheel-rail contact area is split into two zones,
one with adhesion and one with slip. The adhesion area is in the front
part of the contact ellipse as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 and the slip zone
covers the rear part. In the adhesion zone there is no relative motion
between the two bodies, which is present in the slip zone. This and the
fact that the strain is not constant, throughout the ellipse, give an idea
of the complexity of the creep forces.
Kalker’s linear theory gives the tangential force as:
F˜τ = F˜xex + F˜yey
with
F˜x = −abGC11ξx
F˜y = −abG
(
C22ξy +
√
abC23ξs
)
where G is the shear modulus, given as: G = E/(2(1−ν)) where Young’s
modulus E = 21 · 10−10Nm−2 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.27. C11, C22 and
C23 are Kalker’s creepage coefficients; these are dependent on the ratio
a/b, E and ν, and are found by empirical methods. Once again we refer
to Kalker’s book [3] for a thorough discussion.
This linear theory doesn’t work for larger creepages, so Shen, Hedrick and
Elkins combined the linear theory with the theory presented by Johnson
and Vermuelen [4] giving a cubic polynomial restriction of the tangential
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Figure 3.2: Top: Distribution of normal and tangential stresses within the con-
tact patch, in the area of slip τ = µσ and in the area of adhesion it grows linearly
(Assumtion from Kalker’s simplified theory). Bottom: The contact patch indi-
cating the area of adhesion in front and area of slip in the rear part relative to
the direction of motion.
force. Let the norm of the reduced normal force (|Fτ |) be
|Fτ | =


µN
((
|F˜τ |
µN
)
− 13
(
|F˜τ |
µN
)2
+ 127
(
|F˜τ |
µN
)3)
, |F˜τ |µN < 3
µN , |F˜τ |µN ≥ 3
Defining a reduction coefficient:
ǫ =
|Fτ |
|F˜τ |
the tangential creep forces are found to be:
Fx = ǫF˜x
Fy = ǫF˜y
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From Fig. 3.3 it is seen that the reduction method used by SHE makes
the tangential force obey Coulomb’s friction law.
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Figure 3.3: The polynomial restriction of the tangential force; both axes are nor-
malized by µN . The dotted line is the theoretical maximum given by Coulomb’s
friction law whereas the solid line is the one given by the SHE-theory.
3.3 Rail irregularities
In Denmark track irregularities are measured with a Matisa MPV8 which
is a car with two primary wheelsets and six additional wheels for mea-
surements, three on each rail. It is running with approximately 80 km/h
and measures seven coordinates of the track. Unfortunately the results
are only recorded using a pen-plotter. The seven measured coordinates
are the vertical versine and the lateral versine for both left and right
rail, the twist, the gauge and the cant. The versine measurements are
made using a three point relative method. The method is simple but it
only works for a certain range of wavelengths. For wavelengths of 2 m
or higher than around 40 m it gives rise to trouble, see Wollstro¨m [6] for
details. An illustration of the possible irregularities is seen in Fig. 3.4.
For a longer discussion see Cooperrider [8].
Some track section measurements are digitalized, but unfortunately it
hasn’t been possible to obtain these - all Wollstro¨m’s files were deleted by
accident, and a floppy with the original data seems to have disappeared.
The only information that I have about real measurements is from an
old work by Stassen [7]. It is written on the basis of measuring five track
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Figure 3.4: Definitions of rail irregularities. Reproduced from [8]
sections and shows some power spectra and auto-correlation functions
for some of the track sections. Only one of the sections is welded and
most of the sections that are used today are welded, so the information
is of limited use.
The first test of the model has been performed with sine wave irregular-
ities with wavelengths from 2.5 m to 50 m and amplitudes up to 10 mm.
A sine wave has been superposed on each rail in lateral direction, this has
been done with different phases of the two tracks so that pure centerline
irregularities and pure gauge irregularities have been tested along with
superpositions of these two forms of irregularity.
So far the irregularities have not been included in the equations, but now
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is the time to show how the lateral irregularities (εl and εr) are included.
In fact they are only needed at two different parts of the model, the first
being when updating the penetration depth, here the lateral distance to
the contact point in the rail coordinate system is modified as follows:
atl = a˜tl + εl
atr = a˜tr − εr
where a˜ are the values found using RSGEO (see section 4.1). The differ-
ence in sign is due to the fact that a˜ is the lateral distance to the contact
point, which is always positive, and εi is measured in the rail coordinate
system. The other place is before interpolation the data from RSGEO,
here the lateral position of the is adjusted by subtracting the irregularity
from the lateral position of the wheelset before interpolating the table.
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4
Numerics
The dynamic system described in the previous chapters is very compli-
cated compared to most systems. In this chapter the different numerical
methods applied to the model will be described briefly and references to
more thorough descriptions will be given.
4.1 RSGEO
All the parameters associated with the contact between the wheel and the
rail are tabulated before the simulation starts as it would take too long
time if they had to be calculated for each step. The program RSGEO
[9] is written for calculation of the geometric parameters of the contact
point.
Before using RSGEO the profiles have to be approximated with splines.
This can be done with the program RSPROF that comes together with
RSGEO. Before using RSPROF a table with the measured profile has
to be provided. Along with RSPROF comes a table for the UIC60 rail
but the resolution is very low so when I got the mathematical definition
of the rail profile I used that to make a new high resolution definition
with 1001 points. As for the wheel profile, DSB97-1, I could only get a
table with 184 data points. Later on a mathematical definition of the
S1002 profile has been found; it is given in appendix B. The DSB97-1
profile is similar to S1002 but a linear translation, which became known
by the end of this work, and changing some radii of curvature, unknown
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at present, is needed in order to make a mathematical definition of the
DSB97-1 profile.
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Figure 4.1: Dependence on the spline approximation of the DSB97-1 wheel pro-
file. In each figure three different cubic spline approximations are shown, the
difference is the number of points for each set of spline coefficients; the full
drawn line is made using three points whereas the dashed and dotted lines are
made using four and five points, respectively. The data was generated using
RSGEO.
The accuracy of the measurements of the DSB97-1 profile is 1/100 mm
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in the vertical direction. This gives rise to some interesting phenomena
when fitting the spline. It is known that the S1002 profile has continuous
derivatives up to second order and hence a cubic spline is well suited. The
next choice is how many points each set of spline coefficients shall cover.
The default value is three giving a spline that fits the measured points
very well, and this is the one used in the simulations. For an example of
the dependence on the number of points a set of coefficients are used see
Fig. 4.1. It is seen that the longitudinal semi axis (top) is quite dependent
on the used spline especially when the lateral displacement is around -7
mm and at around 8 mm, on the other hand the lateral axis is not that
dependent.
Having chosen an appropriate set of splines it is time to use RSGEO. I ran
into problems as the documentation wasn’t fully updated and the output
formats didn’t fit my needs. Walter Kik who is one of the programmers
helped me out with advices and compilation of a new output format. I
created a table covering the interval [−17 mm ; 17 mm] lateral deviation
from the track centerline with a resolution of 100 points per millimeter.
The resolution is chosen so that a linear interpolation in between the data
points gives very small errors. The only problem is the discontinuous
jumps, caused by the jump in radius of curvature, but most of them are
very small and because of the uncertainties of the wheel profile I have
chosen just to use the linear interpolation over the whole profile. See
appendix E for a more detailed description of the different parameters
stored in the data file.
In the simulations the contact patch is considered elliptic but in fact it
differs quite a bit from that shape for some lateral displacements as can
be see in Fig. 4.2. It is the semi axes approximated by RSGEO that are
used in the simulation.
Fig. 4.3 shows examples of the output from RSGEO.
4.2 SDIRK
Inspired by the work by Thillman [1] and Per Grove Thomsen, IMM,
DTU, I started using an integrator named SDIRK [10], short for singly
diagonal implicit Runge-Kutta. It should be good when the system is
stiff, but it needs the Jacobian in order to solve the implicit equations.
With the present model the Jacobian has a total of 900 elements and two-
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Figure 4.2: Contact patches for different lateral displacement. The axis under-
neath each contact patch shows the lateral position, the curve drawn trough the
patches is the maximum depth of penetration, the filled circle shows the point
of maximum penetration and the circle shows the center of the approximated
contact ellipse.
thirds are found analytically. The rest are found numerically even though
it should be possible to reduce the number of numerically found elements
quite a lot, but I haven’t spent time on that as I had problems with the
length of the timestep. During my test runs of the system it started to
use very long timesteps when it converged to a stable solution. When
it came close enough it took steps of more than 100s which is at least
1000 times the intrinsic frequency of 1 - 5Hz (dependent on the velocity).
This meant that I couldn’t use it for finding the linear stability limit as
the steplength would be way too high before the Hopf bifurcation point
was reached. It also had a cyclic period in the steplength which made
the routine make way to many recalculations of the Jacobian, which is
the part that takes the most CPU time.
After installing a different integrator I kept SDIRK so that it would be
possible to shift if desired. But as SDIRK has it’s own internal time it
won’t work with the present implementation because of the calculation of
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Figure 4.3: Output from RSGEO, the lateral distance between two datapoints
is 1/100mm. Fig. (a) and (b) shows the size of the semi axes of the contact
ellipse, notice the very fast changes in the axes for certain displacements. Fig.
(c) and (d) shows the lateral and vertical distances to the contact point in the
wheelset coordinate system.
the penetration depth - I’ll come back to that by the end of this chapter.
4.3 Runge Kutta
As a second integrator I chose to use an explicit Runge Kutta method
with variable stepsize. As for backward compatibility I wanted one which
could easily be modified to use the same type of vectors as SDIRK. I chose
to use one described in Numerical Recipes in C [11]. The method is of
order five and uses a Cash-Karp Butcher Tableau.
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The performance is quite a bit higher than SDIRK. I haven’t made very
rigorous tests, but it is a factor of 5-10 faster even though the error
tolerance has been increased from around 10−6 to 10−9.
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(a) The solid line shows the behavior
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Figure 4.4: The Runge Kutta integrator’s dependence on the accuracy. The
velocity is 30 m/s, the wavelength is 10 m, the forcing amplitude is 3 mm, and
centerline irregularities are modelled.
Though it at first glance seemed to be preforming very well one is brought
down to Earth again when the dependence on the accuracy is checked.
Fig. 4.4 shows phase portraits with different values for the tolerance. In
(a) a comparison of 10−8 and 10−9 is made and it is seen that there are
some ripples in the interval 4 - 8 mm lateral displacement. Here one sees
the main difference between the two as the least accurate doesn’t get
these. In (b) a comparison of the same 10−9 is shown (the one almost
surrounding the others) together with the 10−10 case, the dashed line
which because of convergence problems seems to be bold, and the 10−11
case shown as dots or one might say a cloud of dots. I also tried using
10−12 and in that case the phase portrait contracted even more than the
10−11 case. These results are rather troublesome as we don’t know the
real solution. It appears that the solution converges to the 10−9 case
and there is some kind of breakdown when the tolerance is 10−10 and
higher. I have tried using a different explicit Runge Kutta method being
of fourth order it was slower and found the same solution as in the 10−9
case. I made similar investigations for other other parameter values,
changing only the wavelength to 30 m gave a solution that converged
when a tolerance between 10−8 and 10−11 was used. As a result of this
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I have chosen to use a tolerance of 10−9.
4.4 Source code
It was the idea that I should take the code made by Thillman and just
add the extra differential equations that I have, but due to an error on
the floppy containing his files I had to scan the last five pages of his code
and unfortunately I couldn’t get any useable data out of his binary file
containing the data from RSGEO. I have no explanation of that, i.e., I
had to start from the beginning creating my own table.
In the following I’ll describe some of the main parts of the program - for
those interested the full code is placed in appendix G.
Starting from the bottom the function fix_all gets the irregularities of
the rails, makes a linear interpolation of the parameters tabulated by
RSGEO, calculates the normal force and adjusts the semi axis of the
contact ellipse. This is done using the present penetration. The next
step in fix_all is finding the creepages and the creep forces before a
final coordinate transformation storing the information in the matrix
data. It should be noted that the wheels are treated seperately and that
the right hand wheels are partly treated as sitting on the left side as to
reduce the size of the tabulated material by a factor of two. This is a
reason why the distance to the contact point is used in the lateral and
vertical directions instead of the coordinates.
Both fun which calculates the right hand side of the differential equations
and jac calculating the Jacobian uses fix_all.
I won’t comment more on the integrators besides that the call is made in
the function integrate_one_step which updates the depth of penetra-
tion before calling the chosen integrator. The penetration depth should
be found dynamically when finding the step to take, but the equations
needed to solve this are rather complicated and a different approach was
needed. At first I just updated the penetration before taking a step
assuming that the changes would be small due to short steps, but un-
fortunately this approach caused the penetration to jump and finally
diverging. The next idea was to make the update of the penetration a
part of the function evaluation, but this still wasn’t successful. Then I
wanted to try an iterative approach: first I stored the initial time and
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state, then I started a loop which updated the depth of penetration,
stepped to the initial time and state, and integrated one step, this was
repeated 10 times. That approach converged and the system behaved
nicely but 10 times slower than before. I tried using fewer repetitions,
but that decreased the smoothness of the penetration tremendously.
When the loop is finished integrate_one_step calls writeout which
which writes data to files. It is possible to choose how many steps to take
before writing to the files and there are two types of output: a single line
output writing the state and other useful information and another which
outputs lots of data and is designed for debugging.
Before starting a simulation the function initsys should be called to
initialize the system. The simulation should be started with the wheelsets
in centered position and with no rail irregularities, in this way problems
with huge normal forces due to unrealistic penetration depths is avoided.
I have made a test_bed which starts by increasing the amplitude of
the irregularities in the track from zero to the desired amplitude, the
second step is integration of transient, and finally a measurement is made.
One measurement consists of the temporal behavior during 5 periods of
the rail irregularity and calculation of two statistical measures being the
variance of the lateral and yaw motion of the front and rear wheelset,
and the covariance between the wheelsets and the irregularities of the
rails.
Besides my own code and the routines mentioned above I have also used
some auxiliary functions from Numerical Recipes [11] and the SDIRK
[10] package.
5
Results
First the model is simulated on a track with no iregularities, this is done
to find the non-linear critical velocity. The rest will concern lateral sine
wave irregularities using methods usually used in nonlinear dynamics and
some used in time series analysis.
5.1 Straight tracks
When modelling railway dynamics a subcritical Hopf bifurcation is ex-
pected so the first task was to find this bifurcation, which is the linear
stability point. The bifurcation parameter is the velocity and the fixed
point is the trivial zero solution. This can be done in different ways; I
chose to select a velocity, make a perturbation and see if the solution
converged to or diverged from the stable zero solution. I also noted the
frequency of the oscillation. I found that the frequency of the system
is linearly dependent on the velocity, which brings up the name Klin-
gel. The Klingel frequency is dependent on the conicity of the wheel in
the point of contact (γ), the rolling radius(r), and the distance from the
center of mass to the rolling circle (a):
f = v
1
2π
√
γ
r a
= v
1
2π
√
0.0142
0.4249 m · 0.7563 m = v · 0.0335 m
−1
This gives a frequency of about 1 Hz for a velocity of 30 m/s which is
25% less than the observed frequency of 1.33 Hz, this is a significant
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difference but as can be see in Fig. 5.1 there is definitely a linear trend.
The deviations may be due to some assumptions made by Klingel not
holding in the present case. Fig. 5.1 shows all the frequencies that I
have found and a line indicating Klingel’s frequency. The linear critical
velocity was found to be 114.4 m/s.
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Figure 5.1: The eigenfrequency of the stable fixed point as a function of the
velocity, the points are found using small perturbations of the bogie frame and
the line indicates the theoretical Klingel frequency.
The unstable limit cycle born in the Hopf bifurcation exists as a separa-
trix for velocities lower than the critical one just found, but at a certain
velocity it folds in a saddlenode bifurcation and becomes a stable limit
cycle solution. The velocity of the saddlenode bifurcation is referred to as
the non-linear critical velocity. An accurate definition of the non-linear
critical velocity is not needed for the investigations performed in this
work, so a simple two step method was used: first driving at a veloc-
ity around the linear critical velocity, the bogie is perturbed such that
it crosses the unstable separatrix and after some time the solution has
converged to the limit cycle oscillation. The next step is an adiabatic
reduction of the velocity, i.e., a reduction that is so small that system is
almost the same, this was done by making the velocity a linear function
of time. This was done until the saddlenode was passed which is clearly
seen as the amplitude of the oscillation suddenly drops to zero. The re-
sult is seen in Fig. 5.2 also showing that the non-linear critical velocity
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is at 53.66 m/s. In the part shown in the figure the velocity is decreased
0.01 m/s per second integrated. A total of 600 seconds was integrated
to find the saddlenode, this took more than 4 hours on a Pentium III
866 MHz - this gives an indication of how CPU demanding this model is.
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Figure 5.2: Finding the saddlenode bifurcation using adiabatic initial conditions
while decreasing the velocity.
5.2 Lateral sinusoidal centerline irregularities
The main topic of this thesis is the investigation of the effect of track
irregularities on the dynamics, and as a first investigation sine wave ir-
regularities in the lateral direction is modeled. This ended being the main
topic as real measurements weren’t available and the simulation time is
very long.
The starting point has been at a velocity of 30 m/s, wavelengths of the
rails between 2.5 m and 50 m, and amplitudes of the irregularities up to
10 mm. To limit the number of simulations to make, only irregularities
where the wavelength is the same in the two rails is modeled, leaving
the phase shift between the two rails as a parameter. Again a reduction
has been made so that the rails are in phase or half a wavelength out
of phase in most simulations, this corresponds to centerline and gauge
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irregularities.
The amplitude of the irregularities is chosen as it is because the tolerance
of the rail irregularities in Denmark are ∆ ∈ [−3 mm ; 10 mm], measured
from the center.
According to H.G. Stassen [7] the most significant wavelength is the
length of the rails whether they are welded or bolted together. In his
measurements mainly centerline irregularities were found and a typical
wavelength is 30 m, so let us first consider this wavelength. Fig. 5.3(a)
to (c) shows the position of the rail together with the lateral position
and the yaw angle of the front wheelset for centerline irregularities with
amplitudes of 1 mm, 4 mm, and 10 mm.
It is seen that having an amplitude of 1 mm the phase of the lateral
motion of the wheelset is a little after the rail but as the amplitude of
the irregularity of the rail (the forcing) gets larger this phase shift goes
towards zero. Also note that the amplification, i.e., the amplitude of
the lateral motion in proportion to the forcing amplitude, is decreased
as the forcing amplitude rises. Two other remarkable things are seen for
the large amplitude forcing, the change of the yaw angle is no longer a
sine wave and the temporal behavior of the lateral motion is no longer
symmetric as it moves further to the right (negative direction) than to
the left.
So far we have only considered one wavelength, but what happens if the
wavelength is changed to say 10 m? Fig. 5.4(a) through (e) shows this.
Here the dynamics are rather different. With an forcing amplitude of
1 mm (Fig. 5.4(b)) the amplification is very small, around 0.15, and the
lateral motion of the wheelset is half a wavelength out of phase with the
rail. When the forcing amplitude is increased to 2.5 mm the amplification
almost becomes unity and the phase shift is still about half a wavelength
(Fig. 5.4(b)), but a small increment in the amplitude to 3 mm changes
the dynamics tremendously, the amplification increases to over 2.5, and
the phase shift changes so that the rail is in phase with the yaw motion,
i.e., the rail is quarter of wavelength ahead of the lateral motion of the
wheelset. A further increase in the forcing amplitude to 4 mm gives rise
to a symmetry breaking bifurcation (see Fig. 5.4(d)) which opens the
possibility of having chaos in the system. Increasing the amplitude to
9 mm makes it necessary to cut off a much longer transient (Fig. 5.4(e))
but still the motion is irregular. The maximal amplitude of the lateral
motion of the wheelset comes soon after the corresponding maximum of
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Figure 5.3: Temporal behavior of the front wheelset and the rail under it, the
velocity is 30 m/s, the wavelength is 30 m, and centerline irregularities are
modeled in all cases. The bold full-drawn line is the position of the rail, the
full-drawn line is the lateral position and the dashed line is the yaw angle of the
front wheelset. In each case five wavelengths of the rail irregularity is shown.
the forcing, i.e., the phase difference is less than a fifth of the wavelength.
I believe that this behavior may be chaotic, but I haven’t calculated the
largest Lyapunov exponent to check it due to limited time.
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Figure 5.4: Temporal behavior of the front wheelset and the rail under it, the
velocity is 30 m/s the wavelength is 10 m, and centerline irregularities are mod-
eled in all cases. The bold full-drawn line is the position of the lateral position
and the dashed line is the yaw angle of the front wheelset. In the first 4 figures
five wavelengths of the rail irregularity is shown, in (e) a longer tansient was
needed and the temporal behavior is shown over a longer time.
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So far only the temporal behavior of the front wheelset has been shown,
but there is much more to it than that. The parameter space is much
larger and a method to get an overview of the dynamics is needed. In-
spired by one of the applications, this work is a step on the way to
measurements of rail irregularities by placing accelerometers on the bo-
gie, some statistical measures seemed to be a good idea. Concentrating
on q = [q1 q2 q3 q4]
T , which is the lateral displacement and the yaw
angle of the front and rear wheelset (see table 2.3). In order to give a
reasonable amount of information the variance and the correlation of q
is to be found. Also the correlation between q and the irregularities of
the rail at the contact points of the four wheels, R = [fl fr rl rr]
T , being
the front and rear wheelset with subscript l and r indicating left or right
wheel, is of interest. The averaged variance is found as:
V[q] =
1
∆t
∫ to+∆t
t0
q · qTdt
=
1
∆t
∫ t0+∆t
t0


q1q1 q1q2 q1q3 q1q4
q2q1 q2q2 q2q3 q2q4
q3q1 q3q2 q3q3 q3q4
q4q1 q4q2 q4q3 q4q4

 dt
=


σ11 σ12 σ13 σ14
σ21 σ22 σ23 σ24
σ31 σ32 σ33 σ34
σ41 σ42 σ43 σ44

 (5.1)
On the diagonal the variance matrix provides information about the mean
squared amplitude of the oscillation, the off diagonal covariances also
have the unit m2. The disadvantage with this is that a factor of 10 in
amplitude gives a factor of 100 when it is squared, to accomplish this√
σij is plotted instead to give information of the amplitude. In order
to get more information about the different modes the correlation is also
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needed. The correlation is defined as:
Cor[q] =


σ11√
σ11σ11
σ12√
σ11σ22
σ13√
σ11σ33
σ14√
σ11σ44
σ21√
σ22σ11
σ22√
σ22σ22
σ23√
σ22σ33
σ24√
σ22σ44
σ31√
σ33σ11
σ32√
σ33σ22
σ33√
σ33σ33
σ34√
σ33σ44
σ41√
σ44σ11
σ42√
σ44σ22
σ43√
σ44σ33
σ44√
σ44σ44


=


1 ρ12 ρ13 ρ14
ρ21 1 ρ23 ρ24
ρ31 ρ32 1 ρ34
ρ41 ρ42 ρ43 1


Concerning the connection between the irregularities and the motion of
the wheelset one would usually calculate the averaged covariance but in
this case we already have the variance of the motion of the wheelset and
the variance of the irregularities is very easy to calculate beforehand as
long as the irregularities are sine waves:
V[Ri] =
1
T
∫ to+T
t0
f2l dt =
1
T
∫ to+T
t0
(
a sin
(
2π
T
t
))2
dt
=
a2
T
∫ to+T
t0
sin2
(
2π
T
t
)
dt =
a2
2
So in order to see the modes I have chosen to present only the correlation.
To find the correlation the covariance must be found first:
Cov[q,R] =
1
∆t
∫ to+∆t
t0
q ·RTdt
=
1
∆t
∫ t0+∆t
t0


q1R1 q1R2 q1R3 q1R4
q2R1 q2R2 q2R3 q2R4
q3R1 q3R2 q3R3 q3R4
q4R1 q4R2 q4R3 q4R4

 dt
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=


Cov[q1, R1] Cov[q1, R2] Cov[q1, R3] Cov[q1, R4]
Cov[q2, R1] Cov[q2, R2] Cov[q2, R3] Cov[q2, R4]
Cov[q3, R1] Cov[q3, R2] Cov[q3, R3] Cov[q3, R4]
Cov[q4, R1] Cov[q4, R2] Cov[q4, R3] Cov[q4, R4]


The correlation coefficients then become:
Cor[q,R] =


Cor[q1, R1] Cor[q1, R2] Cor[q1, R3] Cor[q1, R4]
Cor[q2, R1] Cor[q2, R2] Cor[q2, R3] Cor[q2, R4]
Cor[q3, R1] Cor[q3, R2] Cor[q3, R3] Cor[q3, R4]
Cor[q4, R1] Cor[q4, R2] Cor[q4, R3] Cor[q4, R4]

(5.2)
where
Cor[qi, Rj ] =
Cov[qi, Rj ]√
σii
1
2a
2
These were the necessary definitions, now it is time to look at some
results.
Fig. 5.5 shows the square root of the variance (
√
σij , also referred to
as the standard deviation), the 4 by 4 images correspond to the 4 × 4
matrix in Eq. (5.1). Each image shows the dependence on the wavelength
and the amplitude of the irregularities, the wavelengths take the values
[2.5, 5, · · · , 50] m and the amplitude of the irregularity takes the values
[0.5, 1, · · · , 10] mm. Dark colors correspond to negative values and
light colors to positive values, and finally the mid-tone grey color (for
instance seen in the lower left corner of all the images in Fig. 5.5) is zero,
i.e., very light colors show large amplitude in phase oscillations, and it
gets darker the more it is shifted out of phase, being darkest when the
phase difference between qi and qj is half a wavelength. The problem
with the standard deviation is that in the off diagonal images it is not
possible to distinguish between large amplitudes being a quarter of a
wavelength out of phase and an amplitude of zero. This is where the
correlation is a big advantage as it doesn’t contain information about
the amplitudes of the oscillations, only the phase difference and hence
we are able to separate the information about amplitudes and phase
differences. Fig. 5.6 shows the correlations, here the color definition is
easier to describe as pure white corresponds to correlation 1, i.e., qi and
qj follow one another 100%, black is −1, meaning that the two states
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Figure 5.5: The standard deviation of q. Centerline irregularities are modelled
and the velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds to
√
σij
being ±0.0114 m, respectively.
are opposite to each other, corresponding to a phase difference of half a
wavelength or multiplying the lateral distance by −1.
The crosses shown for large amplitudes and wavelengths between 12.5 m
and 20 m mark derailment which I have defined as the lateral distance
between the position of the rail and the wheel being more than 17 mm,
this compares to the wheel rolling almost on top of the flange, the rolling
radius is about 2 mm less than the maximal radius of the flange.
I’ve decided to use a matrix-like numbering of the images in these figures
so that Fig. 5.511 is the top left image and Fig. 5.541 is the lower left one,
i.e., the first index indicates the row and the second the column. Note
that for the variance and the correlation of q the image with index ij is
identical to the one with index ji.
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The final statistical measure being the correlation between the four states
(q) and the irregularities (R) uses the same color coding as the correlation
of the states, i.e., white is 1, grey is 0, and black is −1. As an example see
Fig. 5.7. Note that when modelling centerline irregularities the first two
columns are identical and so are the last two. This is due to the fact that
the displacement of the left and right rail under the wheelset is the same.
One more important remark should be given as the correlations between
the irregularity of the rail under the front wheelset with the motion of
the rear wheelset and vice versa are shown in the lower left four images
and the upper right 4 images. I have chosen to keep these images as they
give the correlation with a lag of the wheel base, 2.148 m.
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Figure 5.6: The correlation of q. Centerline irregularities are modelled and the
velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1, respectively.
Next let’s compare the results seen in Fig. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 with the
temporal behavior seen in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4. Starting with a wavelength
of 30 m, which is the least complicated, from Fig. 5.511 it is seen that
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Figure 5.7: The correlation between q and R. Centerline irregularities are
modelled and the velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds
±1, respectively.
the amplitude of the lateral motion of the wheelset grows as the forcing
amplitude is increased, the same goes for the yaw angle, and it is in
good agreement with the temporal behavior seen in Fig. 5.3. As for the
correlations Fig. 5.612 shows zero correlation which was expected as the
phase difference between the lateral and the yaw motion is very close to
a quarter of a wavelength. Finally looking at the correlation between the
wheelset and the rail, Fig. 5.711 and 5.721, shows that when the forcing
amplitude is above 1 mm there is a very high phase correlation dropping
a little when the forcing amplitude is 1 mm or less. It is also seen that the
phase difference between the yaw motion and the forcing is a quarter of a
wavelength as the correlation is almost zero, with small positive values for
very small forcing amplitudes. So far we have been able to deduce many
quantities of the motion from the three statistical measures, but there is
one thing which cannot be seen and that is the shape of the motion, i.e.,
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is the motion sinusoidal or irregular, symmetric or non-symmetric? To
get this information the temporal behavior and/or phase portraits are
needed. The good thing is that it is easy to see major tendencies and to
find the regions of interest.
The temporal behavior is more complicated for wavelengths of 10 m,
as was seen in Fig. 5.4. Fig. 5.511 shows that the amplitude of the
lateral motion is small when the amplitude is 2.5 mm or less and that
there is a jump in amplitude from 2.5 mm to 3 mm which was just
what we saw when analyzing the temporal behaviour. Looking at the
correlation between lateral and yaw motion (Fig. 5.612) we see that the
correlation is approximately zero when the amplitude is less than or equal
to 2.5 mm and small and positive for larger amplitudes. The correlation
between the motion of the wheelsets and the position of the rails show
some very interesting information for these short wavelengths. Besides
from a wavelength of 2.5 m there is a forcing amplitude under which
the lateral motion of the wheelset and the rail is half a wavelength out
of phase, this applies for wavelengths up to 17.5 m. As expected this
happens when the amplitude is increased from 2.5 mm to 3 mm when the
wavelength is 10 m. Note that the correlation between the yaw motion
of the front wheelset and the displacement of the rails (Fig. 5.721) is zero
in the above mentioned region and changes so that the phase difference
becomes small when the forcing is increased, this is especially clear at the
chosen wavelength where the correlation jumps from zero to unity, i.e.,
the difference in phase changes from a quarter of a wavelength to zero as
the border is crossed. The bad thing in having a high correlation between
the yaw motion and the displacement of the rail is that the wheelset is
trying to roll off the track, see Fig. 5.8.
V
Figure 5.8: Illustration of positive correlation between yaw angle and rail dis-
placement.
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Now it is time to extract further information from the images introduced
and described above. Let us start with the correlation between the yaw
and the lateral motion of the wheelsets (Fig. 5.612 and 5.634). Looking
at wavelengths longer than 15 m it is seen that there is zero correlation
understod as the wheelset yawing so that it aligns with the curve, i.e.,
when the wheelset is at maximum lateral displacement the yaw angle is
zero and when the wheelset is centered the yaw angle is at its maximum.
This is also seen in Fig. 5.721 showing zero correlation in the mentioned
range of wavelengths.
Looking at the correlation between the lateral motion of the wheelsets
and the displacement of the rail full positive correlation is seen in the
major part of the range of wavelengths mentioned above meaning that
they are in phase.
The two pieces of information just collected make it obvious that the
correlation between the yaw motion of the front wheelset and the lateral
motion of the rear wheelset (Fig. 5.623) is negative in the mentioned part
of the parameter space, and that it goes to zero when the wavelength
increases, as the front wheelset is in front and both wheelsets follow the
curve they are in, consider a sine wave and compare the slope (the yaw
angle) at some point with the displacment a little before (displacement of
the rear wheelset). As the wavelength increases the slope gets smaller and
hence the correlation goes to zero. The same applies for the correlation
between the yaw angle of the rear wheelset and the lateral displacment
of the front wheelset (Fig. 5.641), the only difference being that it is light
grey around 17.5 m wavelengths and gets darker for longer wavelengths
approaching zero correlation, the inverted changes in colors are due to
the positive direction of the yaw angle which is counter-clockwise seen
from above, and hence this coupling gives negative correlation for one
combination and positive for the other.
Let us move on to discussing the short wavelengths. The description
given for the 10 m case describes the behavior very well, the difference is
the forcing amplitude at which the lateral motion of the wheelsets shifts
from being half a wavelength out of phase to being about a quarter of a
wavelength out of phase. For amplitudes under this change all oscillations
have small amplitudes according to Fig. 5.511. For wavelengths of 2.5 m
and 5 m a few phenomena are left to be described, these are due to
the fact that the wheel base is 2.148 m which is close to one and half
a wavelength, respectively. In the 5 m case there is a high negative
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(a) λ = 2.5 m and amplitude = 2 mm.
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(b) λ = 2.5 m and amplitude = 6 mm.
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(c) λ = 5 m and amplitude = 6 mm.
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(d) λ = 5 m and amplitude = 10 mm.
Figure 5.9: Same definitions as in Fig. 5.3. Here the wavelength (λ) is 2.5 m
in (a) and (b) and 5 m in (c) and (d).
correlation between the lateral motion of the two wheelsets which, when
looking at the correlation to the displacement of the rails, shows that
the two wheelsets are both half a wavelength out of phase with the rails,
i.e., the wheelsets are always opposite the rails - a very sad behavior,
this applies for amplitudes up to about 6 mm, see Fig. 5.9(c), when
the forcing amplitude is increased further the mode changes so that the
wheelset gets more correlated with the track, see Fig. 5.9(d). Fig. 5.9(a)
and (b) show that the amplitude of the lateral motion is very small when
the wavelength is 2.5 m. Note that the amplitude of the yaw motion
increases by a factor of 15 when the forcing amplitude is increased from
2 mm to 6 mm. Here another undesirable phase shift between the rails
and the yaw motion is seen, the yaw angle is zero when the rail is at its
maximal deviation which is good, but it becomes positive when the rails
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are moving from the left to the right and vice versa, see Fig. 5.10.
V
Figure 5.10: Illustation of the phase of the yaw motion being a quarter of a
wavelength after the rail displacement.
At the end of this section let us take a look at the effect of having dis-
continuous jumps in the parameters. First take a look at Fig. 5.11, the
velocity is 30 m/s, the wavelength is 30 m, and the forcing amplitude is
4 mm. The figure shows the temporal behaviour of the additional pene-
tration depth and the sum of vertical forces acting on the left wheel, the
first thing to notice is the very high correlation, which was expected as the
normal force depends on the penetration an the normal force contributes
more to the vertical force than the vertical component of the creep forces.
But the far most interesting thing is the spikes, in each period there are
first two large spikes and later on two rather small spikes. Fig. 5.12 shows
the additional depth of penetration for both left and right wheel scaled
by 104, the dashed and dashed-dotted lines. From these two curves it is
seen that the small spikes are an effect of large spikes on the other rail
coupled through the wheelset. The figure also shows the lateral distance
between the displacement of the wheel and the rail. In order to look for
an explanation for the spikes the lateral displacement at the time of the
spikes is of interest and the two dotted horizontal lines indicate this. The
displacement is ±1.7 mm and the explanation is found by looking at the
lateral semi axis of the contact ellipse. Fig. 5.13 shows a zoom of the
lateral semi axis and at 1.7 mm lateral displacement there is a jump in
the length of the axis which is the reason. In order to check if this is
due to the numerical problems I looked in data files made with different
tolerances and a different number of updates of the penetration depth,
these showed the same picture so I believe that it is in the system.
The maximal lateral distance between the wheel and the rail is about
3 mm, which is so small that the length of the semi axis stays at a
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Figure 5.11: The effect of having discontinuous jumps in parameters is illus-
trated in the above figures. The settings were: velocity 30 m/s, centerline irreg-
ularity, wavelength 30 m, and forcing amplitude 4 mm.
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Figure 5.12: The solid line is the lateral position of the wheelset subtracted the
displacement of the rail. The dashed and dotted-dashed lines are the additional
penetration depth scaled by 104 for the left and right rails. The two horizontal
dotted lines at ±1.7 mm shows the deviation between the wheelset and the rail
when the spike comes in the penetration depth.
value very close to 10 mm. But what happens if the amplitude of the
rail irregularity is increased? Let us go to the maximum and choose an
amplitude of 10 mm. Fig. 5.14 gives the answer, the line style definitions
are as for the 4 mm case. The behavior is more complicated which was
also expected from Fig. 5.3(c) where we saw that the symmetry is broken
for this set of parameters. An extra horizontal line is added at a lateral
displacement of -3.9 mm to indicate the extra set of spikes seen in the
penetration for the right wheel. Again let us look at Fig. 5.13, this
time we will focus on a lateral displacement of 3.9 mm and again the
change in length is very fast (3.9 mm compares to a semi axis length of
7.5 mm). This indicates an explanation for the symmetry break down:
when the wheelset falls down once (goes beyond 3.9 mm) on one side
some threshold value is crossed and the system can’t move as far to the
other side.
Before looking at gauge irregularities see Fig. 5.15 for a phase portrait of
the motion that may be chaotic, see Fig. 5.4(e) for the temporal behavior.
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Figure 5.13: The length of the lateral semi axis of the contact ellipse for lateral
displacements between 0 and 5 mm.
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Figure 5.14: The solid line is the lateral position of the wheelset subtracted the
displacement of the rail. The dashed and dotted-dashed lines are the additional
penetration depth scaled by 2·103 for the left and right rails. The three horizontal
dotted lines at ±1.7 and -4 mm show the deviation between the wheelset and the
rail when the spike comes in the penetration depth.
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Figure 5.15: What may be a chaotic solution.
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Figure 5.16: The standard deviation of q. Gauge irregularities are modelled and
the velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds to
√
σij being
±0.00060 m, respectively.
Gauge irregularities are characterized by a phase difference of half a wave-
length between the two rails. This time let us start looking at the the
statistical pictures. Fig. 5.16 shows the standard deviation of q. For
amplitudes larger than 9 mm there is derailment in most cases, I won’t
spend time on this as this corresponds to changes in the gauge of more
than ±18 mm which is unrealistic. The main concern is for amplitudes
less than about 6 mm, which is still above the maximal allowed irreg-
ularity. Looking at the standard deviation of the lateral motion of the
wheelset (Fig. 5.1611) we see that the amplitude is very small in most of
the parameter space, only wavelengths below 30 m give information, and
still the forcing amplitude must be rather large before any information
is seen. For short wavelengths three bands are seen, the most dominant
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is at a wavelength of 7.5 m, the second most is at about 15 m, and the
least dominating band is at 25 m and only for amplitudes above 5 mm.
Again we see a negative covariance between yaw motion of the front
wheelset and lateral motion of the rear wheelset (see the three dark ar-
eas in Fig. 5.1623). And a corresponding positive covariance between the
yaw of the rear wheelset and lateral displacement of the front wheelset.
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Figure 5.17: The correlation of q. Gauge irregularities are modelled and the
velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1, respectively.
Next step is looking at the correlation structure, here we shall remember
where the variance is so small that only a small region (the three bands
described above) is of interest. We see the well known correlation between
yaw of one wheelset and lateral displacement of the other. Besides that
only very limited information can be found. The correlation between the
lateral and and yaw motion of the wheelsets shows some information for
wavelengths between 5 m and 10 m, it seems that this may provide some
information of the first band. Also one point at a wavelength of 12.5 m
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and an amplitude of 4 mm seems to be of interest for the transition from
one band to the next, but from inspecting the variance we know that the
amplitude is almost zero so this point plays a minor role.
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Figure 5.18: The correlation between q and R. Gauge irregularities are mod-
elled and the velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1,
respectively.
Now let us look at the correlation between the wheelsets and the rails
(Fig. 5.18). At first glance it looks very confusing, but if we concentrate
on forcing amplitudes less than 6 mm there is some structure. Remem-
ber the three bands seen in the standard deviation images (Fig. 5.16)
and then look at the correlation between the lateral motion of the front
wheelset and the displacement of the left rail, Fig. 5.1811, here the first
and most dominating band in the standard deviation is seen as a light
grey area within a white area, the white is an area with just about zero
amplitude so let us move on. The second band is split in two as it is
black for wavelengths of 12.5 m and 15 m and almost white when the
wavelength is 17.5 m. Increasing the wavelength a little further at forc-
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ing amplitudes between 5 and 6 mm a black area is seen which also have
almost zero amplitude. Finally, we get to another grey area around a
wavelength of 25 m. If the wavelength is 30 m or longer the amplitude
is very close to zero, and very little information may be extracted.
It is possible to withdraw more information from the statistical images,
but now that we know the areas of interest it is time to investigate the
temporal behavior. First let us choose a wavelength of 5 m and see the
effect of increasing the amplitude from 3.5 mm to 4 mm, in the standard
deviation image it is as a shift from a small amplitude to a much larger
amplitude. Fig. 5.19(a) and (b) show that in both cases the solution
is a period two solution, which can also be referred to as a period 2:1
solution, as the the system repeats itself after two periods of the forcing
and one period of the lateral displacement. Note that the bold line is
the left hand rail and that the displacement of the right rail is found
by multiplying with minus one. In the first figure the lateral motion of
the wheelset is almost sinusoidal being in contrast to the second figure
showing almost straight lines three-quarters of the way from turning point
to turning point. The yaw motion is basically amplified by a factor of
four. Fig. 5.20(a) shows that increasing the amplitude from 4 mm to
5 mm doesn’t change the structure, the only difference is a sligthly larger
amplitude of the resulting motion.
In order to get an idea of what happens in the three bands let us keep the
forcing amplitude at 5 mm and see what happens when the wavelength
is increased from 5 - 27.5 m. We already looked at the 5 m case, so fast
forward to the 7.5 m wavelength seen in Fig. 5.20(b) here we still observe
a period 2:1 synchronized state, but the temporal behavior is changed
quite a bit making the oscillation more smooth, and the amplitude is
also reduced a little. If the forcing wavelength is increased to 10 m
(Fig. 5.20(c)) the bogie responds rolling without any significant lateral
oscillations, this is in the gap between the two first bands, a further
increase to 12.5 m (Fig. 5.20(d)) results in a period 1:1 solution which is
very asymmetric as it moves 4 mm longer to the right than to the left.
It should be possible to make another initial pertubation so that the
mirrored solution is seen. Fig. 5.21 shows the temporal behavior when
the wavelength is increased further. An increment of 2.5 m to 15 m gives
rise to a period doubling leaving a period 2:2 solution, seen as two periods
of the forcing and of the lateral movement are needed before the motion
is repeated. This solution vanishes to a period 1:1 as the wavelength is
increased to 17.5 m. Lengthen with another 2.5 m leaves us with a similar
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period 1:1 solution with much smaller amplitude, in fact we are leaving
the second band, which is clearly seen when the wavelength is increased
to 22.5 m where the resulting oscillation of the wheelset again has very
small amplitude. The next increment in wavelength to 25 m brings us
into the third and final band, here we observe a period 2:3 syncronized
state. The lateral motion of the wheelset is a bit odd: first it makes a
1.6 mm excursion to the left, then it makes a small and fast oscillation
to the right, and then back to the left with small amplitude, before
making a 1.6 mm excursion to the right. This behavior remains when
the wavelength is increased to 27.5 m (Fig. 5.21(f)). A further increase
of the wavelength results in a solution where the bogie nicely follows the
centertrack line. Remembering the order of the different windows we
notice that the motion of the wheelset adjusts so that oscillates with a
period around 2 Hz. The minimum frequency found is 1.5 Hz and the
maximal was 3 Hz, with most just below 2 Hz. These frequencies are the
primary frequencies found by dividing the velocity with wavelength and
multiplying with the inverse of the period ratio, as an example take the
7.5 m case, which is a period 2:1 solution:
f =
30 m/s
7.5 m
· 1
2
= 2 Hz
I’ll return to the frequencies in section 5.6
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Figure 5.19: Temporal behavior of the front wheelset and the left rail under
it, the velocity is 30 m/s, the wavelength is 5 m, and gauge irregularities are
modeled in both cases. The bold full-drawn line is the position of the left rail, the
full-drawn line is the lateral position, and the dashed line is the yaw angle of the
front wheelset. In each case five wavelengths of the rail irregularity is shown.
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(a) Wavelength = 5 m.
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(b) Wavelength = 7.5 m.
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(c) Wavelength = 10 m.
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Figure 5.20: Temporal behavior of the front wheelset and the left rail under it,
the velocity is 30 m/s, the forcing amplitude is 5 mm, and gauge irregularities
are modeled in all cases. The bold full-drawn line is the position of the left rail,
the full-drawn line is the lateral position, and the dashed line is the yaw angle of
the front wheelset. In each case five wavelengths of the rail irregularity is shown.
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(a) Wavelength = 15 m.
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(b) Wavelength = 17.5 m.
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(c) Wavelength = 20 m.
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(d) Wavelength = 22.5 m.
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(e) Wavelength = 25 m.
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(f) Wavelength = 27.5 m.
Figure 5.21: Same description as in Fig. 5.20.
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5.4 Effect of the velocity
So far we have only considered the behavior when the velocity is fixed
at 30 m/s. But what happens when riding with a different velocity, is
everything changed? 30 m/s is way below the non-linear critical velocity
but if we double the velocity we are past that point and some things
might be different as we are having two stable solutions for the straight
rails.
First let us look at centerline irregularities. Starting with the standard
deviations we want to compare Fig. 5.22 with Fig. 5.5 (on page 40). First
notice that the area of derailment has grown in all directions, this was
expected as the creep forces are dependent on the velocity and the sys-
tem is expected to become more unstable when the velocity is increased.
Especially the fact that the area of derailment has grown fastest in the
direction of longer wavelengths was expected.
When looking at wavelengths longer than 20 m the main structure seems
to be preserved, the resulting lateral motion of the wheelset increases in
amplitude when the forcing amplitude is increased. Between wavelengths
of 12.5 m and 20 m the behavior seems to be the same as between 10 m
and 20 m in the 30 m/s case, so it has been squeezed a little. For
shorter wavelengths it seems that there are some changes at wavelengths
of 5 m and 7.5 m, here some oscillations with larger amplitude pop up
in a region dominated by small amplitude oscillations. The correlation
structure doesn’t bring much more information so it has been moved to
an appendix showing additional figures, where it is labeled Fig. F.1.
Fig. 5.23 shows the correlation between the wheelsets and the rails. Again
we notice that significant changes are only seen for wavelengths shorter
than 15 m. The high negative correlation seen for a wide range of forcing
amplitudes in Fig. 5.711 is no longer as dominating, it only persists for
forcing amplitudes less than 2 mm. The area is still dominated by a
negative correlation except for two cases with a wavelength of 10 m and
a forcing amplitude of 2.5 mm and 3 mm, where there is a high positive
correlation.
To check the above I have looked at the temporal behavior at wavelengths
of 5 m and 7.5 m, and here I saw a solution that had not yet converged,
and that is the reason why some pixels for these wavelengths are changed
with respect to the 30 m/s case. In some cases a transient of 50 s was
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Figure 5.22: The standard deviation of q. Centerline irregularities are modelled
and the velocity is fixed at 60 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds to
√
σij
being ±0.0109 m, respectively.
enough, but in some cases a transient of 100 s was needed (in these
cases it took about an hour to integrate the transient). I have chosen
to show three of the cases where a 100 s transient was integrated (see
Fig. 5.24). Fig. 5.24(a), where the wavelength is 5 m and the forcing
amplitude is 3 mm, shows what seems to be a period 8:4 syncronization,
but inspecting a phase portrait one can see that the solution has not yet
converged completely! In Fig. 5.24(b) the forcing amplitude has been
increased to 5 mm and here a period 7:4 is seen. Finally, Fig. 5.24(c)
shows the case when the wavelength is 12.5 m and the forcing amplitude
is still 5 mm, it is easily seen that the solution has not converged to a
periodic solution, at least the period is longer that the 30 periods of the
forcing shown in the figure.
Next let us see what happens if gauge irregularities are modelled with a
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Figure 5.23: The correlation of q. Centerline irregularities are modelled and the
velocity is fixed at 60 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1, respectively.
velocity of 60 m/s. Fig. 5.25 shows the standard deviation in that case.
It should be compared with Fig. 5.16 and still focused on the behavior
for amplitudes less than 6 mm (an amplitude of 6 mm results in changing
the gauge ±12 mm which is a very large deviation). Again we see three
bands, they are wider but not scaled by a factor of two as could have been
expected. In fact only the third band has grown much wider. The change
in the two correlation structures is the same, implying that almost the
same temporal behavior should be expected. (The correlation images are
moved to the appendix, Fig. F.2 and Fig. F.3.)
But in order to check if it really is the same three bands let us look at
some examples of the temporal behavior. Fig. 5.26 shows some examples
of the temporal behavior when the forcing amplitude is 5.5 mm. In (a) we
see that when the wavelength of the forcing is 7.5 m the resulting lateral
oscillation is much like the period 2:1 solution seen in the 30 m/s case
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(a) Wavelength = 5 m and amplitude = 3 mm.
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(b) Wavelength = 5 m and amplitude = 5 mm.
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(c) Wavelength = 12.5 m and amplitude = 5 mm.
Figure 5.24: Some cases with a velocity of 60 m/s and centerline irregularities.
In each case a transient of 100 s is integrated. The line definitions are the same
as in Fig. 5.20.
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Figure 5.25: The standard deviation of q. Gauge irregularities are modelled and
the velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds to
√
σij being
±0.00063 m, respectively.
(Fig. 5.20(b)). For the next wavelengths the behavior is also comparable
so let us skip until we get to the 20 m wavelength (b), this period 1:1
solution seems to be between the 17.5 m and the 20 m wavelength be-
havior for the 30 m/s case. Note that the forcing in these 60 m/s cases is
5.5 mm whereas it was 5 mm in the 30 m/s cases, this is done to be able
to see more of the third band as it is moved a little upward, and a forcing
amplitude of 5 mm gives only one plot with significant amplitude oscilla-
tions. Skipping the next gap and jumping to a wavelength of 30 m brings
us to the period 2:3 also observed in the 30 m/s case (Fig. 5.21(e) and
(f)) though the wavelength here is a little longer. When the wavelength
is increased further to 32.5 m (d) and 35 m (e) a period 2:5 solution
appears, the change from the 2:3 case is that the large excursion has got
an extra swing. Fig. 5.26(f) shows a phase portrait of the 32.5 m case
(d), here the extra swing is easily seen as small loops near the minimum
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(b) Wavelength = 20 m.
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(c) Wavelength = 30 m.
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(d) Wavelength = 32.5 m.
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(e) Wavelength = 35 m.
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(f) Phase portrait of (d).
Figure 5.26: Some cases with a velocity of 60 m/s and gauge irregularities. In
each case a forcing amplitude of 5.5 mm is used. The line definitions are the
same as in Fig. 5.20, except (f) showing a phase portrait for the lateral motion
of the front wheelset.
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and maximum lateral displacment.
5.5 Effect of phase
So far we have investigated pure centerline and gauge irregularities, but
what happens if we try a mixture? I have chosen an example where the
phase of the right rail is 0.1 wavelength after the left rail. First let us
think about what we will expect, we should expect something not too
different from the centerline irregularity case, on the other hand we are
aware of the fact that the forcing is no longer symmetric, which should
give asymmetric solutions.
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Figure 5.27: The standard deviation of q. A phase difference of 0.1 wavelength
between the left and right rail is modelled and the velocity is fixed at 30 m/s.
Pure white and black corresponds to
√
σij being ±0.0102 m, respectively.
Looking at the standard deviation (see Fig. 5.27) we see a matrix of
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images looking much like what we saw with pure centerline irregularities
(Fig. 5.5). There is a small difference in the derailment as it also happens
with a wavelength of 2.5 m, but an amplitude of 9 mm is needed so
it is totally unrealistic that it will happen in the real world. Again
the correlation structure is moved to the appendix as Fig. F.4. From
Fig. F.5, the correlation between the wheelsets and the rails, we see
almost the same as for the pure centerline irregularities except for some
small changes primarily due to the small difference in the phase. One
result of this is that we now see a significant difference between the left
and right wheel, compare Fig. F.521 and Fig. F.522. Here we see that the
yaw angle is having a small positive correlation with the one rail and a
corresponding small negative correlation with the other rail, understood
as the phase of the yaw angle being shifted a quarter of a wavelength
from the average of the phase of the two rails, i.e., a phase difference
of 0.2 times the wavelength with respect to one rail and 0.3 times the
wavelength for the other.
In the present case we are indeed interested in the temporal behaviour.
Fig. 5.28(a) shows the behavior in case of a wavelength of 7.5 m and a
forcing amplitude of 2.5 mm (the single grey pixel in the lower left corner
of Fig. F.511), we observe a period 2:2 solution where the wheelset sits
on the left rail for one period of the forcing and then in the next period
it moves to the right and back again. This behavior dies out when the
forcing amplitude is increased to 3 mm (see Fig. 5.28(b)) where a simple
period one solution is observed, notice that the phase difference between
the rail and the lateral motion of the wheelset is half a wavelength. In
both cases the amplitudes of the lateral motion are rather small, below
1 mm. When the wavelength is increased from 7.5 m to 10 m the solution
changes quite a bit as the amplitude of the lateral motion of the wheelset
is around 5 mm in this case (see Fig. 5.28(c)). A further increase of
the wavelength to 12.5 m results in a solution with lateral displacements
above 7 mm (see Fig. 5.28(d)). Changing the wavelength from 7.5 m to
10 m didn’t result in a change in the phases between the different motions,
but the last increase resulted in a phase shift, so that the yaw motion is in
phase with the rail irregularity and the lateral motion of the wheelset is a
quarter of a wavelength after the rail. This was expected from inspecting
Fig. F.511 where the 12.5 m case shows approximately zero correlation
in contrast to the correlation of −1 seen for shorter wavelengths.
When looking at the centerline irregularities attention was paid to wave-
lengths of 30 m and different forcing amplitudes (see Fig. 5.3) Fig. 5.29
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(a) λ = 7.5 m and amplitude = 2.5 mm.
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(b) λ = 7.5 m and amplitude = 3 m.
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(c) λ = 10 m and amplitude = 3 mm.
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(d) λ = 12.5 m and amplitude = 3 mm.
Figure 5.28: Some cases with a velocity of 30 m/s and a phase difference of
0.1 wavelength between the left and the right rail Each figure shows one choice
of wavelength (λ) and forcing amplitude.The line definitions are the same as in
Fig. 5.20
shows the temporal behavior for the same choices of amplitudes. In the
case of a forcing amplitude of 1 mm the only change is a small shift in
phase, so that the wheelset follows the mean displacement of the two
rails. But an increase of the amplitude to 4 mm changes the behaviour,
especially the yaw motion is changed, the yaw angle has a small positive
value, approximately 5 · 10−4 rad, throughout most of the period, then it
makes a fast change down to −2 · 10−3 rad before swinging back to the
positive angle. When the amplitude is increased to 10 mm an interest-
ing behavior is seen (Fig. 5.29(c)). To explain the behaviour two more
figures are included, Fig. 5.29(d) shows the two rails together with the
lateral displacement and Fig. 5.30 is an illustration of what happens dur-
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(a) Amplitude 1 mm.
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(b) Amplitude 4 mm.
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(c) Amplitude 10 mm.
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Figure 5.29: Some cases with a velocity of 30 m/s and a phase difference of 0.1
wavelength between the left and the right rail. In all figures the wavelength is
set to 30 m. The line definitions are the same as in Fig. 5.20, except for (d)
where the yaw angle is omitted and the position of the right rail is included as
a dotted line.
ing one period. A short description will be appropriate, starting with
the wheelset displaced as far to the left as it comes, which is approxi-
mately at the time of the maximum displacement of the right rail. The
wheelset moves faster to the right than the rails and at some point the
left wheel is centered over the left rail and for a short time it runs with
a very small lateral velocity until the the right wheel is centered over the
right rail and the wheelset continues its fast motion to the right. From
here it turns around and makes an almost straight return to the left.
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V
Figure 5.30: Illustration of the lateral motion of the wheelset. The settings are:
Velocity 30 m/s, wavelength 30 m, forcing amplitude 10 mm, and the phase
difference between the rails is 0.1 wavelength.
5.6 Eigenfrequency of the bogie
In the previous sections a lot of different phase locked oscillations have
been seen, it has also been seen that there are some dominating frequen-
cies. And then the question comes - why these frequencies? The bogie
consists of three bodies connected with springs and dampers. Consid-
ering the stable fixpoint it is quite simple to get the eigenfrequencies,
first the Jacobian has to be found, but that is easy as it is already im-
plemented in the code. The next step is to find the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian, Matlab does that before you can blink with your eyes. A part
of the eigenvalues are pairs of complex conjugated values and these are
the ones we are interested in. The imaginary part is the angular velocity
so by dividing by 2π and only looking at the positive values (as the neg-
ative represent the same frequencies) we get the eigenfrequencies. The
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eigenfrequencies are:
f =


17.559 Hz
12.794 Hz
12.633 Hz
13.444 Hz
11.184 Hz
10.462 Hz
10.231 Hz
10.087 Hz
3.226 Hz
2.644 Hz
1.728 Hz
1.206 Hz
0.160 Hz


The observed frequencies are mainly between 1 Hz and 5 Hz so there are
four eigenfrequencies that may be of interest, f9 · · · f12. The next step
is looking in the corresponding eigenvectors (pi) to find the modes. In
order to get an overview of the modes I have left out the components
which have modulus less than 0.1, and thus each element is followed by
the corresponding state variable:
p9 :


(−0.8642 + 0.0235i) q˙1
(−0.9672− 0.0052i) q˙2
(0.8745 + 0.0270i) q˙3
(−0.9947− 0.0053i) q˙4
(−0.8829− 0.0039i) q˙6


p10 :


(−0.4899− 0.3752i) q˙1
(−0.4901− 0.4167i) q˙3
(−0.5657− 0.4343i) q˙5
(−0.2575 + 0.1708i) q˙7
(−0.2323 + 0.2104i) q˙11
(−0.2325 + 0.2147i) q˙12


p11 :


(−0.1515 + 0.0569i) q˙1
(−0.1577 + 0.0580i) q˙3
(−0.2035 + 0.0521i) q˙5
(0.4882 + 0.4920i) q˙7
(0.5007 + 0.4988i) q˙11
(0.5013 + 0.4987i) q˙12


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p12 :

 (0.7581− 0.2419i) q˙9(0.7581− 0.2419i) q˙10
(0.7443− 0.2477i) q˙13


All elements are complex, which means that there is a phase difference
between some of the components in the mode. To see the phase dif-
ferences take a look at Fig. 5.31 where the elements are plotted in the
complex plane. As the final part of this chapter let us look at the eigen-
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Figure 5.31: Plot of the elements of the four most interesting eigenvectors.
Each element is indicated with a × and in the upper left corner pi indicates
which vector is in the plot.
vectors and see if we can describe and interpret the modes. Fig. 5.32 gives
a description of the four mentioned modes and an illustration, showing
how the mode can look, is also shown.
The first mode, related to p9 is well known and we have seen it when
modelling centerline irregularities especially with shorter wavelengths.
The next two modes are rather complex and as roll is needed in many
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pi Description Illustration
Top view: V
p9 A yaw motion of the whole bo-
gie, the bogie frame is yawing
almost in phase with the same
yaw motion of the wheelsets,
and the wheelsets have a cor-
responding lateral displace-
ment.
VRear view:p10 A roll motion dominated by a
lateral motion of the wheelsets
and the bogie frame, and fol-
lowed by a smaller amplitude
roll movement of the same
bodies. The phase of the roll
motion is approximate π/2 af-
ter the lateral motion.
VRear view:p11 Another roll motion, where
the roll of the bogie frame
and the wheelsets is the dom-
inating part, with a phase de-
lay of approximately 2π/3 the
wheelsets and the bogie frame
make a lateral movement in
the opposite direction.
VRear view:p12 A vertical motion, the
wheelsets and the bogie frame
move up and down in phase.
Figure 5.32: Description of the four most important modes.
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Figure 5.33: Vertical movement of the bodies in the bogie. The bold line is
the position of the bogie frame and the solid and dashed lines are the vertical
position of the front and rear wheelsets, respectively. In both cases centerline
irregularities are modelled with a wavelength of 30 m and the velocity is set to
30 m/s.
cases these two modes must be excited. A typical case where roll is
needed is centerline irregularities with medium to long wavelengths and
large forcing amplitudes, here we see the bogie rolling on the flange in the
same side on both wheelsets. Fig. 5.33 shows two examples of vertical
movement. Notice that the front wheelset moves further up than the
bogie frame and the rear wheelset, this is due to the fact that the front
wheelset oscillates with a larger amplitude in the lateral direction and
hence it moves further up on the flange (see Fig. 5.11(c) on page 47). In
Fig. 5.33 it is seen that every period of the forcing gives rise to two peaks
in the vertical direction (each figure shows 5 periods of the forcing), this
is due to the fact that each time a wheel is approaching or on the flange
the corresponding wheelset is lifted due to the increase in rolling radius.
This makes it easy to see that Fig. 5.33(b) is an asymmetric solution
whereas Fig. 5.33(b) is symmetric.
The excitation of these modes indicates why the gauge irregularities result
in an oscillation of the bogie with a small variation in frequencies.
6
Discussion
In this chapter I will summarize and comment on some of the results
found during this work. I will also give some ideas for further work
with the present model. The main perspective with this discussion is
how much information you get about the displacement of the rails from
looking at the motion of the bogie.
In this work some statistical measures have been used, they have been
useful when describing the different kinds of solutions. In the case of
sinusoidal oscillations this method provides information about phase shift
between the different variables and it also gives the amplitudes of the
oscillations. In the parts of the parameter space where the solution is not
sinusoidal the statistical measures indicate some non smooth transitions
and hence it provides information about where to start looking at the
temporal behaviour in order to find the demanded information.
In the case of centerline irregularities we have seen just about full corre-
lation between the lateral motion of the wheelset and the displacement
of the rails for wavelengths longer than 20 m, and in the case of a veloc-
ity of 30 m/s the shorter wavelengths are also detected through a large
negative correlation. In the case of a velocity of 60 m/s the short wave-
length behaviour is more difficult to detect as the motion in some cases
is irregular even with a forcing amplitude of 5 mm.
When gauge irregularities are modelled it becomes more difficult to de-
termine how the rails are displaced from observing the motion of the
wheelset. This is due two facts: For a large range of parameters the
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amplitude of the lateral motion of the wheelset is so small that it will
be hard to detect, and when lateral oscillations occur it is hard to deter-
mine the wavelength of the rails as the frequency of the lateral motion is
almost the same in the three bands. One way to get more information is
using some higher order statistical measures.
In some cases the motion of the bogie didn’t reach a stable solution, oscil-
lating or not. Longer transients have been integrated without changing
the solution. This leads to a problem when trying to measure irregular-
ities using accelerometers located on the bogie as it brings us into the
subject of distinguishing between stochastic and chaotic motion.
In this work the contact patches have been assumed to be elliptical,
this is probably the origin of the spikes observed when the length of the
lateral semi axis makes abrupt changes for infinitesimal changes in the
lateral displacement of the wheelset. That the elliptic assumption does
not hold is easily seen from the contact patches calculated using RSGEO,
this is due to the geometrical shape of the two profiles. Looking at the
penetration depth indicated in the same figure it is easily seen that the
contact is not Hertzian as it has been assumed. J. Piotrowski [12] is
probably the one to cooperate with in order to make a better calculation
of the creep forces.
Another possible improvement which may improve the results when mod-
elling gauge irregularities is to add an extra dimension to the RSGEO
data, so that the coefficients are dependent both on the lateral displac-
ment of the wheelset and the change in gauge. The motivation is that the
roll angle for a given lateral displacement of the wheelset is dependent
on the gauge.
Finally, some ideas for further work with the model. An investigation
of vertical irregularities of the rails will be of interest as real rails have
irregularities both horizontally and vertically. Another idea is modelling
using real track measurements as the irregularities. As a part of that work
a thorough time series analysis is needed, in order to get information of
the irregularities using the accelerations of the bogie.
7
Conclusion
In this work lateral sinusoidal irregularities of the rails have been mod-
elled. It has been shown that in the case of centerline irregularities there
is a high correlation between the lateral motion of the wheelsets and the
centerline irregularity. It has also been shown that when gauge irregulari-
ties are present only certain choises of forcing wavelengths and amplitudes
gives rise to an oscillatory motion of the bogie, in the remaining cases
the bogie follows the centerline.
The inclusion of vertical degrees of freedom in the model have made
it possible to make a dynamic calculation of the normal forces. This
has shown that approximating the contact patches with ellipses is not
satisfactory when some geometrical properties are present.
The oscillations of the bogie are in most cases symmetrical, but many
asymmetric solutions are also found, including phase locked syncronized
oscillations with a period of several periods of the forcing. In a few cases
a motion that seems to be chaotic is found. The eigenfrequencies of the
bogie is calculated and four of the modes believed to be appearing are
described. These frequencies are seen to be important in the case of
centerline irregularities.
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AppendixA
Rail profile
As mentioned in chapter 2 the rail profile, UIC60, is given as arcs of
circles. Fig. A.2 shows the definition and it is used to make a mathemat-
ical definition used to make a table which is used as input to RSPROF.
The Matlab code below is my implementation of the profile and Fig. A.1
shows the shape of the profile also showing the radii of curvature.
uic=zeros(1001,3);
for i=1:1001
x=-37.15+37.15/500*(i-1);
if (abs(x)<=10.5)
y=sqrt(300^2-x^2);
elseif (abs(x)<=26.005)
y=219.865+sqrt(80^2-(abs(x)-7.7)^2);
elseif (abs(x)<=36)
y=285.0773+sqrt(13^2-(abs(x)-23.0304)^2);
else
y=285.965824-20*(abs(x)-36);
end
uic(i,1)=i; uic(i,2)=x; uic(i,3)=y;
end
uic(:,3)=uic(:,3)-300;
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Figure A.1: The top of the UIC60 rail profile as a result of the Matlab code
given in this appendix. The dashed lines indicate where the radius of curvature
changes.
Figure A.2: Definition of the UIC60 rail profile.
AppendixB
Wheel profile
In this work the DSB97-1 profile has been used. It is a modification
of the european standard profile S1002. Fig. B.1 shows the points that
define the profile. The profile is ploted with dots so that it is possible
to see the resolution of the profile, it should be noted that the vertical
precision of the data points is 1/100mm.
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Figure B.1: The points that define the DSB97-1 profile.
In contrary to the DSB97-1 profile there is a mathematical definition of
the S1002 profile. Using Matlab notation it is given as:
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function z=s1002(y);
if ((y<=60)&(y>32.15796))
z=1.364323640-.066666667*y;
elseif (y>-26.0)
z=-3.358537058e-2*y + 1.565681624e-3*y^2 - 2.810427944e-5*y^3+ ...
5.844240864e-8*y^4 - 1.562379023e-8*y^5 + 5.309217349e-15*y^6 - ...
5.957839843e-12*y^7 + 2.646656573e-13*y^8;
elseif (y>-35.0)
z=-4.320221063e3 - 1.038384026e3*y - 1.065501873e2*y^2 - ...
6.051367875*y^3 - 2.054332446e-1*y^4 - 4.169739389e-3*y^5 - ...
4.687195829e-5*y^6 - 2.252755540e-7*y^7;
elseif (y>-38.426669071)
z=16.446 - sqrt(13*13-(y+26.210665)^2);
elseif (y>-39.3764473993)
z=-93.576667419 - 2.747477419*y;
elseif (y>-49.662510381)
z=8.834924130 + sqrt(400. -(y+58.558326413)^2);
elseif (y>-62.764705882)
z=16 + sqrt(144-(y+55)^2);
elseif (y>=-70)
z=9.519259302 + sqrt(20.5^2-(y+49.5)^2);
else
z=0;
end;
In my work with RSGEO I found that the parameters are very sensitive
to the smoothness of the data points and hence I wanted the precise
definition of the DSB97-1 profile, the information DSB (The Danish State
Railways) could provide was that the DSB97-1 is the S1002 with a shift
of the origin. The transformation is as follows:
DSB97-1(y,z) = S1002(y,z) +
[−2.544 0.076 ]
Plotting the difference between the two profiles, see Fig. B.2 it is obvi-
ous that the shift is correct but only within a certain range. There is
an outlier at -40mm and for larger negative values there seems to be a
systematic difference which I believe is caused by a change in the radii of
curvature of the arcs of circles of which the flange consists. It is also seen
that there is a significant spread within the region where the transfor-
mation holds, this indicates that one shall be careful when the DSB97-1
profile is described by splines.
Finally Fig. B.3 shows the two profiles together.
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Figure B.2: Difference between the two profiles, DSB97-1 subtracted S1002 eva-
lutated in the lateral points defining the DSB97-1 profile.
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Figure B.3: Comparison of the two profiles, the S1002 profile is given as a
full-drawn line whereas the DSB97-1 again is shown as dots.
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AppendixC
Calculating the creepage
As described in section 3.2 creepage is the relative motion of the wheel
with respect to the rail. The creepage is split into three parts longi-
tudinal, lateral and spin creepage. The longitudinal creepage arises for
instance when the wheelset is displaced in the lateral direction giving a
difference in the effective rolling radius and hence a difference in circum-
ferential velocity in the contact point. It should be noted that the rails
are assumed to be fixed and hence not contributing to the creepage.
Index w indicates that the variable is described in the wheelset coordinate
system, whereas i and c refer to the inertial coordinate system and the
system in the point of contact, respectively.
The velocity of a point on a body is given as a sum of the translatory
velocity of the center of mass and the rotational velocity at the given
point as:
Vpoint = Vtrans + ω ×R
where
Vtrans = V · ~xi + y˙ · ~yi + z˙ · ~zi
and
ω = φ˙ · ~xi +Ω · ~yw + ψ˙ · ~zw
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The rotation matrix from the inertial coordinate system to the wheelset
coordinate system is
Aiw =

 cos(ψ) sin(ψ) cos(φ) sin(ψ) sin(φ)− sin(ψ) cos(ψ) cos(φ) cos(ψ) sin(φ)
0 − sin(φ) cos(φ)


linearising, which is resonable when the angles are as small as they are,
it reduces to
Aiw =

 1 ψ 0−ψ 1 φ
0 −φ 1


which leads to
Vtrans,w = Aiw

 Vy˙
z˙

 =

 V + ψy˙y˙ − ψV + φz˙
z˙ − y˙φ


and
ωw = Aiw

 φ˙0
0

+

 0Ω
ψ˙

 =

 φ˙Ω− ψφ˙
ψ˙


Now the velocity of the point of contact on the left and right rails (index
l and r) can be found in the wheelset coordinate system:
Vlw = Vtrans,w + ωw × rlw = Vtrans,w + ωw ×

 0al
−rl


=

 V + ψy˙ − rlΩ+ rlψφ˙− alψ˙y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rlφ˙
z˙ − y˙φ+ alφ˙


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and
Vrw = Vtrans,w + ωw × rrw = Vtrans,w + ωw ×

 0−ar
−rr


=

 V + ψy˙ − rrΩ+ rrψφ˙+ arψ˙y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rrφ˙
z˙ − y˙φ− arφ˙


The next step in finding the creepages is to transform the velocities to
the coordinate system of the contact point:
Vlc =

 1 0 00 cos δl sin δl
0 − sin δl cos δl

Vlw
=

 V + ψy˙ − rlΩ+ rlψφ˙− alψ˙(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rlφ˙) cos δl + (z˙ − y˙φ+ alφ˙) sin δl
−(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rlφ˙) sin δl + (z˙ − y˙φ+ alφ˙) cos δl


and
Vrc =

 1 0 00 cos δr − sin δr
0 sin δr cos δr

Vrw
=

 V + ψy˙ − rrΩ+ rrψφ˙+ arψ˙(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rrφ˙) cos δr − (z˙ − y˙φ− arφ˙) sin δr
(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rrφ˙) sin δr + (z˙ − y˙φ− arφ˙) cos δr


The longitudinal creepages are found by normalizing the x component of
Vlc and Vrc with the velocity of the rail car:
ξlx =
Vlcx
V
=
V + ψy˙ − rlΩ+ rlψφ˙− alψ˙
V
ξrx =
Vrcx
V
=
V + ψy˙ − rrΩ+ rrψφ˙+ arψ˙
V
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The lateral creepages are found likewise:
ξly =
Vlcy
V
=
(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rlφ˙) cos δl + (z˙ − y˙φ+ alφ˙) sin δl
V
ξry =
Vrcy
V
=
(y˙ − ψV + φz˙ + rrφ˙) cos δr − (z˙ − y˙φ− arφ˙) sin δr
V
In the works by Thillman [1] and Nielsen [2] and in other works it has
been assumed that the z component of the velocity in the contact point
coordinate system is zero and this is used to simplify the expression for
the lateral creepage, this is not done in this work as the vertical degrees
of freedom are included.
Finally, the spin creepage is defined as the rotation around the normal to
the contact plane, again normalized by the velocity. First let us transform
ωw to the coordinate system of the contact point:
ωlc =

 1 0 00 cos δl sin δl
0 − sin δl cos δl

ωw =

 φ˙(Ω− ψφ˙) cos δl + ψ˙ sin δl
−(Ω− ψφ˙) sin δl + ψ˙ cos δl


ωrc =

 1 0 00 cos δr − sin δr
0 sin δr cos δr

ωw =

 φ˙(Ω− ψφ˙) cos δr − ψ˙ sin δr
(Ω− ψφ˙) sin δr + ψ˙ cos δr


The rotation around the normal is the z component and the spin creepage
becomes:
ξs =
ωlcz
V
=
−(Ω− ψφ˙) sin δl + ψ˙ cos δl
V
ξs =
ωrcz
V
=
(Ω− ψφ˙) sin δr + ψ˙ cos δr
V
AppendixD
Calculating the penetration
depth
The vertical degrees of freedom included in this work, make it possible to
calculate the depth of penetration dynamically. In the table made using
RSGEO the static penetration is found, and the contribution found in
this appendix is the additional penetration coming from the vertical and
rolling motion of the wheelset. On Fig. D.1 the distances used in the
derivation are shown.
First let us concentrate on the left wheel. The coordinates of the contact
point on the wheel and the rail in the inertial coordinate system are:
Rwl =

 0y
z

+Awi

 0al
−rl

 =

 0y
z

+

 1 −ψ 0ψ 1 −φ
0 φ 1



 0al
−rl


=

 −ψaly + al + φrl
z + φal − rl


RRl =

 0aRl
zRl


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Figure D.1: Distances used in the derivation.
The difference is:
RRl −Rwl =

 ψalaRl − y − al − φrl
zRl − z − φal + rl


For a centered wheelset (all state variables set to zero) this distance
should be zero, but the vertical component isn’t because the origin of the
wheelset coordinate system is in the center of mass of the wheelset, this
gives a static difference, z0 = zRl + rl which must be subtracted to give
the correct additional penetration:
∆Pil =

 ψalaRl − y − al − φrl
zRl − z − φal + rl − z0


The penetration is the z-component in the coordinate system of the con-
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tact point, hence the following transformation is needed:
∆Pcl =

 1 0 00 cos(δl + φ) sin(δl + φ)
0 − sin(δl + φ) cos(δl + φ)

∆Pil
The additional penetration thus becomes
∆Pclz = −(aRl − y − al − φrl) sin(δl + φ)
+(zRl − z − φal + rl − z0) cos(δl + φ)
Likewise for the right contact point we get
∆Pir = RRr −Rwr −

 00
z0

 =

 0−aRr
zRr

−

 ψary − ar + φrr
z − φar − rr

−

 00
z0


=

 −ψar−aRl − y + ar − φrr
zRr − z + φar + rl − z0


The transformation to the contact point coordinate system reads as fol-
lows:
∆Pcr =

 1 0 00 cos(δr − φ) − sin(δr − φ)
0 sin(δr − φ) cos(δr − φ)

∆Pir
and finally the additional penetration for the right contact patch is found
to be:
∆Pcrz = (−aRl − y + ar − φrr) sin(δr − φ)
+(zRr − z + φar + rl − z0) cos(δr − φ)
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AppendixE
Data file made using
RSGEO
In order to make it easier to understand my code I’ll give a short descrip-
tion of the data in the rsgeo data file.
Index Description
0 Lateral displacement of wheelset [m]
1 Normal force in the contact point coordinate system [N]
2 Angle between the wheel axle and the contact plane [rad]
3 Semi axis of the contact ellipse in longitudinal direction [m]
4 Semi axis of the contact ellipse in lateral direction [m]
5 Lateral distance to contact point (positive) [m]
6 Actual rolling radius (positive) [m]
7 Kalker’s creepage coefficient C11
8 Kalker’s creepage coefficient C22
9 Kalker’s creepage coefficient C23
10 Vertical position of the contact point on the rail
measured from the top of the rail [m]
11 Static penetration depth [m]
12 Lateral distance to the contact point on the rail
in the rail coordinate system [m]
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Here comes the first five lines of data from the RSGEO data file:
-0.01700 6.6604437E+04 4.3664122E-02 6.555100E-03 3.519150E-03 7.75177986E-01
4.24542690E-01 5.0777305 4.8012670 2.4892802 -5.2658033E-05 1.1849300E-04
-0.01699 6.6604412E+04 4.3672705E-02 6.554580E-03 3.520430E-03 7.75171955E-01
4.24542950E-01 5.0769430 4.8002433 2.4882887 -5.2623439E-05 1.1849200E-04
-0.01698 6.6604398E+04 4.3677436E-02 6.554070E-03 3.521710E-03 7.75165917E-01
4.24543200E-01 5.0761767 4.7992409 2.4873195 -5.2589060E-05 1.1849100E-04
-0.01697 6.6604396E+04 4.3678322E-02 6.553570E-03 3.523000E-03 7.75159872E-01
4.24543450E-01 5.0753788 4.7982146 2.4863198 -5.2554781E-05 1.1848900E-04
-0.01696 6.6604404E+04 4.3675371E-02 6.553080E-03 3.524300E-03 7.75153820E-01
4.24543700E-01 5.0745810 4.7971845 2.4853270 -5.2520574E-05 1.1848800E-04
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Figure F.1: The correlation of q. Centerline irregularities are modelled and the
velocity is fixed at 60 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1, respectively.
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Figure F.2: The correlation of q. Gauge irregularities are modelled and the
velocity is fixed at 60 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1, respectively.p.5
v60 cqq
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Figure F.3: The correlation between q and R. Gauge irregularities are mod-
elled and the velocity is fixed at 60 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1,
respectively.
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Figure F.4: The correlation of q. A phase difference of 0.1 wavelength between
the left and right rail is modelled and the velocity is fixed at 30 m/s. Pure white
and black corresponds ±1, respectively.p.1 v30 cqq
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Figure F.5: The correlation between q and R. A phase difference of 0.1 wave-
length between the left and right rail is modelled and the velocity is fixed at
30 m/s. Pure white and black corresponds ±1, respectively.p.1 v30 cqr
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AppendixG
Source code
Here comes the full listing of the source code, the included main is just
an example.
/** ###########################################################################
*
* This program makes a simulation of a rail car on a disturbed track.
* It is written during the work on Lasse Engbo Christiansen’s masters thesis.
*
* 25.04.01 ver. 0.01 compiled for the first time.
* 04.05.01 ver. 0.02 generelized positive directions.
*
*
* #############################################################################
*
* Through out the program the following numbering of the wheels will be used:
*
* # Wheelset wheel
* ----------------------
* 0: Front left
* 1: Front right
* 2: Rear left
* 3: Rear right
*
* #############################################################################
*
* Point[][]
*
* The first index of point indicates the wheel and the second index the
* variable according to the following table:
*
* # Variable
* -------------------
* 0 Lateral displacement
* 1 Normal force (size)
99
100 G. Source code
* 2 angle
* 3 a
* 4 b
* 5 K_wy Lateral distance to contact point (positive)
* 6 K_wz Actual rolling radius (positive)
* 7 c11
* 8 c22
* 9 c23
* 10 K_rz
* 11 q(N) Static penetration
* 12 K_ry
*
* #############################################################################
*
* Data[][]
*
* The first index of data indicates the wheel and the second index the
* variable according to the following table:
*
* # Variable
* ----------------------
* 0 K_wy - lateral distance from center of mass of the wheelset
* to the contact point.
* 1 K_wz - Actual rolling radius
* 2 N_y - lateral component of normal force
* 3 N_z - vertical componet of normal force
* 4 F_x - longitudinal component of the friction force
* 5 F_y - lateral component of the friction force
* 6 F_z - vertical component of the friction force
* 7 K_rz - vertical cordinate of c.p.,. positive up
*
* #############################################################################
*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<sdirk.h>
#include<dvector.h>
#include<dmatrix.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<string>
#include<iostream.h>
#include<fstream.h>
#define NOV 30 // Number of variables
#define NOC 13 // Number of constants (in rsgeo_table)
#define NOPO 3401 // Number of points in rsgeo datafile
#define NR_END 1 // The rest are used by NR functions
#define FREE_ARG char*
#define float double
#define NRANSI
#define SAFETY 0.9
#define PGROW -0.2
#define PSHRNK -0.25
#define ERRCON 1.89e-4
101
// some usefull functions:
double *dvect(long nl, long nh);
double **dmatr(long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch);
void free_dvect(double *v, long nl, long nh);
void free_dmatr(double **m, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch);
// definition of constants related to the bogie:
double k1=1823000., k2=3646000., k3=3646000.;
double k4=182300., k5=333300., k6=2710000.;
double D1=20000., D2=29200.;
double D6=500e3;
double d1=0.620, d2=0.680, b=1.074, h1=0.0762, h2=0.6584, h3=0.8654;
double d1d1=d1*d1;
double d2d2=d2*d2;
double mw=1022., Iwy=80., Iwx=678., Iwz=678.;
double mf=2918.9, Ifz=6780., Ifx=6780., Ify=6780.; //check these values
double mrc=44388., Icx=2.80e5;
double mx=0.25*mrc+0.5*mf+mw;
double g=9.82;
// definition of other constants:
double z0;
double r0=0.4248828;//0.425;
double v=1.;
double Omega=v/r0;
double wavelength=2.5;
double amplitude=0;
double tmax=1000,trun;
double h=1e-6;
double hdid, hnext=1e-6;
double phase=0;
double eps_tol=1e-10;
double ttrans=20; //minimum transient in test_bed(...)
int every=20; // Number of integration steps between writting to data file
double pert[NOV+1]={0,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,
1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,
1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9,1e-9};
int numerically[]={2, 4, 6, 8, 18, 20, 22, 24, 29, 30};
int numerically_length=10;
bool recalc_data = true;
int stopflag=0;
// Variables used in and around fix_all
double** data = dmatr(0,3,0,7);
double** point=dmatr(0,3,0,NOC-1);
double* fx=dvect(0,3);
double* fy=dvect(0,3);
double** creep=dmatr(0,3,0,2);
double* rail_vert = dvect(0,3);
double* dist=dvect(0,3);
double Nz_static;
double y0d;
double** irreg=dmatr(0,3,0,1);
double* dp=dvect(0,3);
double* dp2=dvect(0,3);
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DVector f(NOV);
DVector yscal(NOV);
DVector ak2(NOV), ak3(NOV), ak4(NOV), ak5(NOV), ak6(NOV), ytemp(NOV);
double rsgeo_table[NOPO][NOC];
int counter=0;
int testcount=0;
Sdirk *MySdirk;
bool sdirk;
bool crt_out=false;
bool writeout=true;
ofstream outfile("simdebug.dat");
//headers of functions:
void rkck(DVector &y, DVector &dydx, float x, float h, DVector &yout,
DVector &yerr, void (*derivs)(float, DVector &, DVector &));
void rkqs(DVector &y, DVector &dydx, float *x, float htry, float eps,
float *hdid, float *hnext,
void (*derivs)(float,DVector &,DVector &));
void fun(double t, DVector &y,DVector &f);
void jac(double t, DVector &y, DMatrix &J);
void read_rsgeo();
void update_penetration(double t,DVector &y);
void get_irregularity(double t);
void interpolate_rsgeo(DVector &y, double** point);
void normal_force_adjustment(double t,DVector &y, double** point);
void creepage(DVector &y,double** point,double** creep);
void polach(double** point, double** creep,double* fx, double* fy);
void point_to_data(DVector &y,double** point,double* fx,double* fy);
void fix_all(double t,DVector &y);
void integrate_one_step(double &t2, DVector &y,ofstream &outfile2);
void initsys(double &t,DVector &y);
void write_to_file(double t,DVector &y,ofstream &outfile2);
//##############################################################################
/** The following functions are the right hand side of the
* differential equations.
*/
// Dummy function:
double f00(double t, DVector &y){return 0.0;};
// Front wheelset lateral:
double f01(double t, DVector &y){return y[2];}
double f02(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (data[0][5]+data[1][5]+data[0][2]+data[1][2]-
2*k1*(y[1]-y[9]-b*y[11]-h1*y[13]))/mw;}
// Front wheelset yaw:
double f03(double t, DVector &y){return y[4];}
double f04(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (data[1][0]*(data[1][4]+(data[1][5]+data[1][2])*y[3])-
data[0][0]*(data[0][4]+(data[0][5]+data[0][2])*y[3])-
2*k2*d1d1*(y[3]-y[11]))/Iwz;}
// Rear wheelset lateral:
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double f05(double t, DVector &y){return y[6];}
double f06(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (data[2][5]+data[3][5]+data[2][2]+data[3][2]-
2*k1*(y[5]-y[9]+b*y[11]-h1*y[13]))/mw;}
// Rear wheelset yaw:
double f07(double t, DVector &y){return y[8];}
double f08(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (data[3][0]*(data[3][4]+(data[3][5]+data[3][2])*y[7])-
data[2][0]*(data[2][4]+(data[2][5]+data[2][2])*y[7])-
2*k2*d1d1*(y[7]-y[11]))/Iwz;}
// Bogie frame lateral:
double f09(double t, DVector &y){return y[10];}
double f10(double t, DVector &y){
return (2*k1*(y[1]+y[5]-2*y[9]-2*h1*y[13])+2*k4*(h2*y[13]+h3*y[15]-y[9])+
2*D2*(h2*y[14]+h3*y[16]-y[10]))/mf;}
// Bogie frame yaw:
double f11(double t, DVector &y){return y[12];}
double f12(double t, DVector &y){
return (2*d1d1*k2*(y[3]+y[7]-2*y[11])-k6*y[11]-D6*y[12]+
2*b*k1*(y[1]-y[5]-2*b*y[11]) )/Ifz;}
// Bogie frame roll:
double f13(double t, DVector &y){return y[14];}
double f14(double t, DVector &y){
return (2* k1*h1*(y[1]+y[5]-2*y[9]-2*h1*y[13])+
2*k4*h2*(y[9]-h2*y[13]-h3*y[15])+2*D2*h2*(y[10]-h2*y[14]-h3*y[16])-
2*d2d2*(k5*(y[13]-y[15])+D1*(y[14]-y[16]))-
2*d1d1*k3*(2* y[13]-y[21]-y[23]))/Ifx;}
// Car roll:
double f15(double t, DVector &y){return y[16];}
double f16(double t, DVector &y){
return (-2*d2d2*(k5*(y[15]-y[13])+D1*(y[16]-y[14])))/Icx;}
// Front wheelset vertical:
double f17(double t, DVector &y){return y[18];}
double f18(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (data[0][6]+data[1][6]+data[0][3]+data[1][3]-Nz_static+ //-mx*g
2*k3*(y[25]-y[17]))/mw;}
// Rear wheelset vertical:
double f19(double t, DVector &y){return y[20];}
double f20(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (data[2][6]+data[3][6]+data[2][3]+data[3][3]-Nz_static+//mx*g+
2*k3*(y[25]-y[19]))/mw;}
// Front wheelset roll:
double f21(double t, DVector &y){return y[22];}
double f22(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (-data[1][0]*(data[1][6]+data[1][3]-(data[1][5]+data[1][2])*y[21])+
data[0][0]*(data[0][6]+data[0][3]-(data[0][5]+data[0][2])*y[21]) -
2*k3*d1d1*(y[21]-y[13]))/Iwx;}
// Rear wheelset roll:
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double f23(double t, DVector &y){return y[24];}
double f24(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (-data[3][0]*(data[3][6]+data[3][3]-(data[3][5]+data[3][2])*y[23])+
data[2][0]*(data[2][6]+data[2][3]-(data[2][5]+data[2][2])*y[23]) -
2*k3*d1d1*(y[23]-y[13]))/Iwx;}
// Bogie frame vertical:
double f25(double t, DVector &y){return y[26];}
double f26(double t, DVector &y){
return (-2*k3*(2*y[25]-y[17]-y[19])-2*k5*y[25]-2*D1*y[26])/mf;}
// Bogie frame pitch:
double f27(double t, DVector &y){return y[28];}
double f28(double t, DVector &y){
return (-2*b*k3*(2*b*y[27]+y[17]-y[19]))/Ify;}
// Rolling constraint beta1 (front wheelset):
double f29(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (-data[1][1]*(data[1][4]+(data[1][5]+data[1][2])*y[3])+
-data[0][1]*(data[0][4]+(data[0][5]+data[0][2])*y[3])-
2*d1d1*k3*y[3]*y[13])/Iwy;}
// Rolling constraint beta2 (rear wheelset):
double f30(double t, DVector &y){ if (recalc_data) fix_all(t,y);
return (-data[3][1]*(data[3][4]+(data[3][5]+data[3][2])*y[7])+
-data[2][1]*(data[2][4]+(data[2][5]+data[2][2])*y[7])-
2*d1d1*k3*y[7]*y[13])/Iwy;}
double (*right_hand_side[31])(double t, DVector &y)={f00,
f01,f02,f03,f04,f05,f06,f07,f08,f09,f10,
f11,f12,f13,f14,f15,f16,f17,f18,f19,f20,
f21,f22,f23,f24,f25,f26,f27,f28,f29,f30};
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Some useful functions:
*/
double *dvect(long nl, long nh){
/* allocate a double vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
double *v;
v=(double *)malloc((size_t) ((nh-nl+1+NR_END)*sizeof(double)));
return v-nl+NR_END;
}
double **dmatr(long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch){
/* allocate a double matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */
long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
double **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((size_t)((nrow+NR_END)*sizeof(double*)));
m += NR_END;
m -= nrl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
m[nrl]=(double *) malloc((size_t)((nrow*ncol+NR_END)*sizeof(double)));
m[nrl] += NR_END;
m[nrl] -= ncl;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol;
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/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
void free_dvect(double *v, long nl, long nh){
/* free a double vector allocated with dvect() */
free((FREE_ARG) (v+nl-NR_END));
}
void free_dmatr(double **m, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch){
/* free a double matrix allocated by dmatr() */
free((FREE_ARG) (m[nrl]+ncl-NR_END));
free((FREE_ARG) (m+nrl-NR_END));
}
static float maxarg1,maxarg2;
#define FMAX(a,b) (maxarg1=(a),maxarg2=(b),(maxarg1) > (maxarg2) ?\
(maxarg1) : (maxarg2))
static float minarg1,minarg2;
#define FMIN(a,b) (minarg1=(a),minarg2=(b),(minarg1) < (minarg2) ?\
(minarg1) : (minarg2))
void nrerror(char error_text[])
/* Numerical Recipes standard error handler */
{
fprintf(stderr,"Numerical Recipes run-time error...\n");
fprintf(stderr,"%s\n",error_text);
fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n");
exit(1);
}
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** The Runge Kutta 56 described in Numerical Recipes
*/
void rkqs(DVector &y, DVector &dydx, float *x, float htry, float eps,
float *hdid, float *hnext,
void (*derivs)(float,DVector &,DVector &))
{
void rkck(DVector &y, DVector &dydx, float x, float h,
DVector &yout, DVector &yerr, void (*derivs)(float, DVector &, DVector &));
int i;
float errmax,h,htemp,xnew;
DVector yerr(NOV),ytemp(NOV);
h=htry;
for (;;) {
rkck(y,dydx,*x,h,ytemp,yerr,derivs);
if(stopflag==0){
errmax=0.0;
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++) errmax=FMAX(errmax,fabs(yerr[i]/yscal[i]));
errmax /= eps;
if (errmax > 1.0) {
htemp=SAFETY*h*pow(errmax,PSHRNK);
h=(h >= 0.0 ? FMAX(htemp,0.1*h) : FMIN(htemp,0.1*h));
xnew=(*x)+h;
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if (xnew == *x) nrerror("stepsize underflow in rkqs");
continue;
} else {
if (errmax > ERRCON) *hnext=SAFETY*h*pow(errmax,PGROW);
else *hnext=5.0*h;
*x += (*hdid=h);
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++) y[i]=ytemp[i];
break;
}
}
else{
break;
}
}
}
void rkck(DVector &y, DVector &dydx, float x, float h, DVector &yout,
DVector &yerr, void (*derivs)(float, DVector &, DVector &))
{
int i;
static float a2=0.2,a3=0.3,a4=0.6,a5=1.0,a6=0.875,b21=0.2,
b31=3.0/40.0,b32=9.0/40.0,b41=0.3,b42 = -0.9,b43=1.2,
b51 = -11.0/54.0, b52=2.5,b53 = -70.0/27.0,b54=35.0/27.0,
b61=1631.0/55296.0,b62=175.0/512.0,b63=575.0/13824.0,
b64=44275.0/110592.0,b65=253.0/4096.0,c1=37.0/378.0,
c3=250.0/621.0,c4=125.0/594.0,c6=512.0/1771.0,
dc5 = -277.00/14336.0;
float dc1=c1-2825.0/27648.0,dc3=c3-18575.0/48384.0,
dc4=c4-13525.0/55296.0,dc6=c6-0.25;
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+b21*h*dydx[i];
if (stopflag==0){
(*derivs)(x+a2*h,ytemp,ak2);
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b31*dydx[i]+b32*ak2[i]);
if (stopflag==0){
(*derivs)(x+a3*h,ytemp,ak3);
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b41*dydx[i]+b42*ak2[i]+b43*ak3[i]);
if (stopflag==0){
(*derivs)(x+a4*h,ytemp,ak4);
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b51*dydx[i]+b52*ak2[i]+b53*ak3[i]+b54*ak4[i]);
if (stopflag==0){
(*derivs)(x+a5*h,ytemp,ak5);
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b61*dydx[i]+b62*ak2[i]+b63*ak3[i]+b64*ak4[i]+
b65*ak5[i]);
if(stopflag==0){
(*derivs)(x+a6*h,ytemp,ak6);
if(stopflag==0){
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
yout[i]=y[i]+h*(c1*dydx[i]+c3*ak3[i]+c4*ak4[i]+c6*ak6[i]);
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
yerr[i]=h*(dc1*dydx[i]+dc3*ak3[i]+dc4*ak4[i]+dc5*ak5[i]+
dc6*ak6[i]);
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}
else{
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
yout[i]=0;
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
yerr[i]=0;
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software 0(9p#3D0y%#(5.)61&D.. */
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Calculates the right hand side of the differential equations.
*
* Arguments:
* t - time.
* y - state vector.
* f - contains the right hand side on return.
*/
void fun(double t, DVector &y,DVector &ff){
if ( (fabs(y[1])>0.017) || (fabs(y[5])>0.017) ) {
if (crt_out){
cout<<endl<< y[1]<<"\t"<<y[5]<<endl;
cout << "The train runs off the track" << endl;
}
if (sdirk) MySdirk->ShowInfo();
stopflag=2;
}
if(stopflag==0){
fix_all(t,y);
recalc_data=false;
for(int i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
ff[i]=(*right_hand_side[i])(t,y);
recalc_data=true;
}//if ...
else{
for(int j=1;j<=NOV;j++)
ff[j]=0;
}
} // fun
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Returns the jacobian of the system. Some elements are found analytically
* and some are found numerically.
*
* Arguments:
* t - present time.
* y - present state vector.
* J - holds the jacobian on return
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*/
void jac(double t, DVector &y, DMatrix &J){
//cout << "jac ";
int i,j;
for (i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
for (j=1;j<=NOV;j++)
J(i,j)=0;
for ( i=1 ; i<(NOV-2) ; i+=2 )
J(i,i+1)=1.0;
//These can be found analytically:
J(10,1)=2*k1/mf;
J(10,5)=2*k1/mf;
J(10,9)=(-4*k1-2*k4)/mf;
J(10,10)=-2*D2/mf;
J(10,13)=(2*k4*h2-4*h1*k1)/mf;
J(10,14)=2*D2*h2/mf;
J(10,15)=2*k4*h3/mf;
J(10,16)=2*D2*h3/mf;
J(12,1)=2*b*k1/Ifz;
J(12,3)=2*d1d1*k2/Ifz;
J(12,5)=-2*b*k1/Ifz;
J(12,7)=2*d1d1*k2/Ifz;
J(12,11)=-(4*d1d1*k2+k6+4*b*b*k1)/Ifz;
J(14,1)=2*k1*h1/Ifx;
J(14,5)=2*k1*h1/Ifx;
J(14,9)=(-4*k1*h1+2*k4*h2)/Ifx;
J(14,10)=2*D2*h2/Ifx;
J(14,13)=(-4*k1*h1*h1-2*k4*h2*h2-2*d2d2*k5-4*d1d1*k3)/Ifx;
J(14,14)=(-2*D2*h2*h2-2*d2d2*D1)/Ifx;
J(14,15)=(-2*k4*h2*h3+2*d2d2*k5)/Ifx;
J(14,16)=(-2*D2*h2*h3+2*d2d2*D1)/Ifx;
J(14,21)=2*d1d1*k3/Ifx;
J(14,23)=2*d1d1*k3/Ifx;
J(16,13)=2*d2d2*k5/Icx;
J(16,14)=2*d2d2*D1/Icx;
J(16,15)=-2*d2d2*k5/Icx;
J(16,16)=-2*d2d2*D1/Icx;
J(26,17)=2*k3/mf;
J(26,19)=2*k3/mf;
J(26,25)=(-4*k3-2*k5)/mf;
J(26,26)=-2*D1/mf;
J(28,17)=-2*b*k3/Ify;
J(28,19)=2*b*k3/Ify;
J(28,27)=-4*b*b*k3/Ify;
//The rest has to be found numerically:
DVector ytilde(y);
double fy,ftilde;
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for (i=0;i<numerically_length;i++){
fy=(*right_hand_side[numerically[i]])(t,y);
for (j=1;j<=NOV;j++){
ytilde[j]+=pert[j];
ftilde=(*right_hand_side[numerically[i]])(t,ytilde);
J(numerically[i],j)=
(ftilde-fy )/pert[j];
ytilde[j]-=pert[j];
} // for(j=1;...
}// for(i=1;...
}//jac(...
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Reads RSGEO data from a file into rsgeo_table
*/
void read_rsgeo(){
int i,j,k;
ifstream rsgeofile("pm17mm_b.dat");
const int numchar=400;
char buffer[numchar];
rsgeofile.getline(buffer,numchar); // read the first line as it is a comment.
for (i=0;i<NOPO;i++)
for (j=0;j<NOC;j++)
rsgeofile >> rsgeo_table[i][j];
}// read_rsgeo
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Update penetration, this function should be called before each
* integration step.
*/
void update_penetration(double t,DVector &y){
fix_all(t,y);
for(int i=0;i<=2;i+=2){
// left wheels:
dp[i]=(point[i][12]+irreg[i][0]-y[1+2*i]-point[i][5]-y[21+i]*point[i][6]-
y0d)* sin(point[i][2]+y[21+i]) + cos(point[i][2]+y[21+i])*
(point[i][10]-z0-y[17+i]-y[21+i]*point[i][5]+point[i][6]+irreg[i][1]);
// right wheels:
dp[i+1]=(point[i+1][12]-irreg[i+1][0]+y[1+2*i]-point[i+1][5]+
y[21+i]*point[i+1][6]-y0d)*
sin(point[i+1][2]-y[21+i]) + cos(point[i+1][2]-y[21+i])*
(point[i+1][10]-z0-y[17+i]+y[21+i]*point[i+1][5]+point[i+1][6]+
irreg[i+1][1]);
}
}// update penetration
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Get irregularity of the rail
* first indec in irreg is wheel second lateral or vertical displacement.
*/
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void get_irregularity(double t){
double factor=2*M_PI/wavelength;
irreg[0][0]=amplitude*sin(factor*v*t);
irreg[1][0]=amplitude*sin(factor*(v*t-phase*wavelength));
irreg[2][0]=amplitude*sin(factor*(v*t-2*b));
irreg[3][0]=amplitude*sin(factor*(v*t-2*b-phase*wavelength));
for(int i=0;i<=3;i++){
irreg[i][1]=0; //vertical
}
}//get irregularity
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Interpolation of the RSGEO table, used to find the
* exact data for the given lateral displacement.
*/
void interpolate_rsgeo(DVector &y,double** point){
int i,j;
double min =-0.01700;
double max = 0.01700;
int step = NOPO-1;
double delta = (max-min)/step;
int index;
double frac;
point[0][0]=y[1]-irreg[0][0]; // In order to reduce the size
point[1][0]=-(y[1]-irreg[1][0]); // of rsgeo_table[][] the wheels
point[2][0]=y[5]-irreg[2][0]; // on the right side are treated as
point[3][0]=-(y[5]-irreg[3][0]); // if placed on the left side.
for (i=0;i<=3;i++){
if (fabs(point[i][0]<0.017)){
index=int(floor((point[i][0]-min)/delta));
frac=(point[i][0]-rsgeo_table[index][0])/delta;
for(j=1;j<NOC;j++){
point[i][j]=rsgeo_table[index][j]*(1-frac)+
rsgeo_table[index+1][j]*frac;
} //for(j=...
}
else{
stopflag=2;
}
}// for (i=...
}
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Normal force adjustment
*/
void normal_force_adjustment(double t,DVector &y, double** point){
int i,j;
double N,N3;
for(i=0;i<=3;i++){
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N=point[i][1]*pow(1+dp[i]/point[i][11],1.5); // find adjusted normal force
if(isnan(N)){
N=0;
}
N3=pow(N/point[i][1],1./3.);
point[i][3]*=N3; //adjust a
point[i][4]*=N3; //adjust b
point[i][1]=N;
}
}//normal_force_adjustment
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Creep forces calculation
* point - the interpolated data from RSGEO.
*/
void creepage(DVector &y,double** point,double** creep){
int i;
for (i=0;i<=2;i+=2){
creep[i][0]=(v-point[i][6]*(Omega+y[29+i/2]-y[3+2*i]*y[22+i])-
y[4+2*i]*point[i][5]+y[3+2*i]*y[2+2*i])/v; //chi_xL
creep[i+1][0]=(v-point[i+1][6]*(Omega+y[29+i/2]-y[3+2*i]*y[22+i])+
y[4+2*i]*point[i+1][5]+y[3+2*i]*y[2+2*i])/v; //chi_xR
creep[i][1]=(
(y[2+2*i]-y[3+2*i]*v+y[21+i]*y[18+i]+point[i][6]*y[22+i])*cos(point[i][2])+
(y[18+i]-y[2+2*i]*y[21+i]+point[i][5]*y[22+i])*sin(point[i][2]) )/v;
creep[i+1][1]=(
(y[2+2*i]-y[3+2*i]*v+y[21+i]*y[18+i]+point[i+1][6]*y[22+i])*
cos(point[i+1][2]) -
(y[18+i]-y[2+2*i]*y[21+i]-point[i+1][5]*y[22+i])*sin(point[i+1][2]) )/v;
creep[i][2]=(-(Omega+y[29+i/2]-y[3+2*i]*y[22+i])*sin(point[i][2])+
y[4+2*i]*cos(point[i][2]))/v; //chi_spL
creep[i+1][2]=((Omega+y[29+i/2]-y[3+2*i]*y[22+i])*sin(point[i+1][2])+
y[4+2*i]*cos(point[i+1][2]))/v; //chi_spR
}//for (i=0...
} //creepage(...)
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/**Implementation of SHE force calculation
*/
void SHE(){
double G=2.1e11/(2*(1-.027));
double nu=0.15; // Coefficient of friction
double fnorm;
double factor;
for (int i=0;i<=3;i++){
fx[i]=-point[i][3]*point[i][4]*G*point[i][7]*creep[i][0];
fy[i]=-point[i][3]*point[i][4]*G*(point[i][8]*creep[i][1]+
sqrt(point[i][3]*point[i][4])*point[i][9]*creep[i][2]);
fnorm=sqrt(pow(fx[i],2)+pow(fy[i],2))/(nu*point[i][1]);
if(fnorm<3){
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factor=fnorm-pow(fnorm,2)/3.+pow(fnorm,3)/27.;
fx[i]*=factor/fnorm;
fy[i]*=factor/fnorm;
}
else{
fx[i]*=1/fnorm;
fy[i]*=1/fnorm;
}
}
}
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/**Implementation of Polach’s force calculation
* Arguments:
* q - Wheel load [N]
* a - semiaxis of the contact ellipse (in longitudinal direction) [m]
* b - semiaxis of the contact ellipse (in lateral direction) [m]
* creep - longitudinal, lateral and spin creep
* c1 - Kalker’s coefficient c11
* c2 - Kalker’s coefficient c22
* c3 - Kalker’s coefficient c23
* fx - longitudinal force in wheel-rail contact point (return variable)
* fy - lateral force in wheel-rail contact point (return variable)
*/
void polach(double** point, double** creep,double* fx, double* fy){
double f =0.15; // Coefficient of friction
double g=8.4e10;
double mi;
double ks,sc,s,cj,ep,epm,de,fys;
double sx,sy,ss,syc,a,b,q;
for (int i=0;i<=3;i++){
sx=creep[i][0];
sy=creep[i][1];
ss=creep[i][2];
a=point[i][3];
b=point[i][4];
q=point[i][1];
mi=0;
syc=sy;
fx[i]=0;
fy[i]=0;
if (fabs(sy+ss*a) > fabs(syc) )
syc=sy+ss*a;
sc=sqrt(sx*sx+syc*syc);
if (sc!=0){
s=sqrt(sx*sx+sy*sy);
if (s!=0){
cj=sqrt(pow(point[i][7]*sx/s,2)+pow(point[i][8]*sy/s,2));
ep=M_PI*g*a*b*cj*sc/(4*q*f);
mi=(ep/(1+ep*ep)+atan(ep))*2*f/M_PI;
} //if (s!=0)
ks=1+6.3*(1-exp(-a/b));
epm=8*b*sqrt(a*b)*g*point[i][9]*fabs(syc)/(3*ks*q*f);
de=(epm*epm-1)/(epm*epm+1);
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fys=9./16.*a*f*ks*(epm*(-pow(de,3)/3.+de*de/2.-1./6.)+
1./3.*pow(1-de*de,1.5));
fx[i]=-q*mi*sx/sc;
fy[i]=-q*(mi*sy+fys*ss)/sc;
}//if (sc!=0)
}//for(int i= ...
}//polach(...
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Transform the information in point, fx and fy to data
*/
void point_to_data(DVector &y,double** point,double* fx,double* fy){
int i,j;
double phi;
for (i=0;i<=3;i++){
data[i][0]=point[i][5]; //K_wy
data[i][1]=point[i][6]; //K_wz
data[i][7]=point[i][10];//K_rz
}
for (i=0;i<=2;i=i+2){
phi=y[21+i];
if(point[i][1]>0){
data[i][4]=fx[i]; //F_wx
data[i][2]=-point[i][1]*sin(point[i][2]+phi); //N_y
data[i][3]=point[i][1]*cos(point[i][2]+phi); //N_z
data[i][5]=fy[i]*cos(point[i][2]+phi); //F_y
data[i][6]=fy[i]*sin(point[i][2]+phi); //F_z
}
else
for(j=2;j<=6;j++)
data[i][j]=0;
if(point[i+1][1]>0){
data[i+1][4]=fx[i+1]; //F_wx
data[i+1][2]=point[i+1][1]*sin(point[i+1][2]-phi); // N_y
data[i+1][3]=point[i+1][1]*cos(point[i+1][2]-phi); // N_z
data[i+1][5]=fy[i+1]*cos(point[i+1][2]-phi); // F_y
data[i+1][6]=-fy[i+1]*sin(point[i+1][2]-phi); // F_z
}
else
for(j=2;j<=6;j++)
data[i+1][j]=0;
} // for (i=0;i<=2...
}
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Fixall
*/
void fix_all(double t,DVector &y){
//Get lateral and vertical irregularities of the rail:
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get_irregularity(t);
//Make interpolation to find RSGEO values at the exact point:
interpolate_rsgeo(y,point);
if (stopflag==0){
// update_penetration(t,y);
// Adjusting the normal force
normal_force_adjustment(t,y,point);
// Creepage calculation
creepage(y,point,creep);
// Calculation of creep forces
// polach(point, creep,fx, fy);
SHE();
//transformation from point[][] to data[][]
point_to_data(y,point,fx,fy);
}// if stopflag
}//fix_all(...)
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** My integration step
*/
void integrate_one_step(double &t, DVector &y,ofstream &outfile2){
int i;
DVector y2(y);
double t2=t;
if(!sdirk)
h=hnext;
// Integrate one step
for(i=0;i<=5;i++){
update_penetration(t,y);
t=t2;
y=y2;
if(sdirk){
trun=tmax;
MySdirk->Integrate(trun,h,y);
t+=h;
}
else{
fun(t,y,f);
rkqs(y,f,&t,h,eps_tol,&hdid,&hnext,fun);
//rkf(y,f,&t,h,eps_tol,&hdid,&hnext,fun);
}
}
counter++;
if(!sdirk)
h=hdid;
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// Write output to file
if(isnan(y[1])){
stopflag=1;
if(crt_out){
cout<<"y[1]=NaN"<<endl;
cout<<y;
cout<<"data:"<<endl;
for( i=0;i<4;i++){
for (int j=0;j<8;j++)
cout << data[i][j]<<" ";
cout<<endl;
}
}
}
else
write_to_file(t,y,outfile2);
if (crt_out) cout.flush();
}
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** integrate a time interval
*/
void integrate_interval(double &t,double tend, DVector &y,ofstream &outfile2){
bool wr_out=writeout;
writeout=false;
double told=t;
DVector yold(NOV);
do{
yold=y;
told=t;
integrate_one_step(t, y,outfile2);
} while ((t<=tend)&&(stopflag==0));
hnext=tend-told;
h=hnext;
y=yold;
t=told;
integrate_one_step(t,y,outfile2);
while((t<tend)&&(stopflag==0)){
hnext=tend-t;
h=hnext;
integrate_one_step(t,y,outfile2);
}
writeout=wr_out;
}
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** init
*/
void initsys(double &t,DVector &y){
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for(int i=1;i<=NOV;i++){
y[i]=0;
yscal[i]=1.;
}
counter=0;
z0=0.424824;
y0d=1.3e-9;
Nz_static=133343;
for(int i=0;i<8;i++){
update_penetration(t,y);
Nz_static=data[0][3]+data[0][6]+data[1][3]+data[1][6];
y0d=point[0][12]-point[0][5];
z0=data[0][1]+data[0][7];
}
}//init
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** test bed
*/
void test_bed(double vel,double amp,double wlength,ofstream &outfile2,
ofstream &testout){
int i,j;
double t2=0;
double tend,tmeasure;
double** var=dmatr(0,3,0,3);
double** vari=dmatr(0,3,0,3);
double** vari2=dmatr(0,3,0,3);
double * mean=dvect(0,3);
DVector y(NOV);
for (i=0;i<=3;i++){
mean[i]=0.0;
for(j=0;j<=3;j++){
var[i][j]=0.0;
vari[i][j]=0.0;
vari2[i][j]=0.0;
}
}
v=vel;
wavelength=wlength;
Omega=v/r0;
initsys(t2,y);
testcount++;
if (crt_out){
cout<<endl<<"Test bed #"<<testcount<<" - vel="<<vel<<" amp="<<amp
<<" l="<<wlength<<" *";
cout.flush();
}
y[11]=.002; // Pertubation
writeout=false;
tend=2*wlength/v;
while((t2<=tend)&&(stopflag==0)){ // First increase amplitude linearly
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amplitude=amp*t2/tend;
integrate_one_step(t2,y,outfile2);
}
amplitude=amp;
if (crt_out){ cout<<" *"; cout.flush();}
tend=20*wlength/v;
if (tend<ttrans) tend=ttrans;
outfile2<<endl;
while((t2<tend)&&(stopflag==0)) // Second integrate transient
integrate_one_step(t2,y,outfile2);
writeout=true;
tmeasure=5*wlength/v;
tend=t2+tmeasure;
if (crt_out){ cout<<" *"<<endl;}
while((t2<tend)&&(stopflag==0)){ // Third measure
integrate_one_step(t2,y,outfile2);
if(stopflag==0){
for (i=0;i<=3;i++){
mean[i]+=h*y[1+2*i];
for(j=0;j<=3;j++){
var[i][j]+=h*y[1+2*i]*y[1+2*j];
vari[i][j]+=h*y[1+2*i]*irreg[j][0];
vari2[i][j]+=h*irreg[i][0]*irreg[j][0];
}
}//for
}//if
}//while(t2<tend)
if(stopflag==0){ // Final calculations and write to file
for (i=0;i<=3;i++)
mean[i]*=1/tmeasure;
testout<<testcount<<"\t"<<stopflag<<"\t";
testout<<v<<"\t"<<amp<<"\t"<<wlength;
for (i=0;i<=3;i++)
testout<<"\t"<< mean[i];
for (i=0;i<=3;i++)
for (j=0;j<=3;j++)
testout<<"\t"<< var[i][j]/tmeasure-mean[i]*mean[j];
for (i=0;i<=3;i++)
for (j=0;j<=3;j++)
testout<<"\t"<< vari[i][j]/tmeasure;
for (i=0;i<=3;i++)
for (j=0;j<=3;j++)
testout<<"\t"<< vari2[i][j]/tmeasure;
testout<<"\t"<<counter<<endl;
testout.flush();
}
else{
if (crt_out) cout<<"Vaste of time !"<<endl ;
if (stopflag==1)
if (crt_out) cout << "Numerical error - A variable is NaN"<<endl;
if (stopflag==2)
if (crt_out) cout << "The train ran off the track"<<endl;
testout<<testcount<<"\t"<<stopflag<<"\t";
testout<<v<<"\t"<<amp<<"\t"<<wlength<<endl;
stopflag=0;
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}
if (crt_out) cout<<"Steps used: "<<counter<<" Sim time="<<t2<<endl;
free_dmatr(var,0,3,0,3);
free_dmatr(vari,0,3,0,3);
free_dvect(mean,0,3);
}//testbed
//##################################################
//##################################################
//##################################################
//##################################################
//##################################################
/** Finally it is time for the main attraction !!!
*/
void main(int argc, char *argv[]){
if (crt_out){ cout<< "data read !!!" <<endl; cout.flush();}
DVector y(NOV);
int i,j;
char fname[120];
double t=0;
sdirk=false; //choose sdirk or rkqs as integrator.
if (sdirk)
MySdirk = new Sdirk(1e-6,NOV,&fun,&jac, SC_PI);//PI
read_rsgeo();
if (crt_out){ cout<< "data read !!!" <<endl; cout.flush();}
every=10;
eps_tol=1e-9;
int do_amp=atoi(argv[1]);
phase=0.;
ttrans=20.;
sprintf(fname,"sp_0_vel_30_%s.dat",argv[1]);
ofstream outfile2(fname);
sprintf(fname,"stp_0_vel_30_%s.dat",argv[1]);
ofstream testout(fname);
i=do_amp;
for(j=1;j<=20;j++)
test_bed(30.,.0005*i,2.5*j,outfile2,testout);
// closing down
if (sdirk){
MySdirk->ShowInfo();
MySdirk->~Sdirk();
}
}//main
//##############################################################################
//##############################################################################
/** Write wanted output to file
*/
void write_to_file(double t,DVector &y,ofstream &outfile2){
if (writeout){
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int i,j;
if((counter%every)==0){
for(i=1;i<=NOV;i++)
outfile2 << y[i] <<"\t";
outfile2<<t<<"\t"<<h<<"\t"<<v<<"\t"<<testcount<<"\t";
outfile2<<data[0][3]+data[0][6]<<"\t"<<data[1][3]+data[1][6];
for(i=0;i<=3;i++)
outfile2<<"\t"<<dp[i];
for(i=0;i<=3;i++)
outfile2<<"\t"<<irreg[i][0];
outfile2<<endl;
outfile2.flush();
}
if (false)
if((counter%1)==0){
outfile<<"########################################"<<endl;
outfile<<"step: "<<counter<<" time= "<<t<<" h= "<<h;
outfile<<" v= "<<v<<endl<<"y: "<<endl;
fun(t,y,f);
for(i=1;i<=4;i++)
outfile<<i<<":"<< y[i] <<"\t";
outfile << endl;
for(i=5;i<=8;i++)
outfile<<i<<":"<< y[i] <<"\t";
outfile << endl;
for(i=9;i<=NOV;i++)
outfile<<i<<":"<< y[i] <<"\t";
outfile<<endl<<"point:"<<endl;;
for(i=0;i<4;i++) {
for( j=0;j<NOC;j++)
outfile<<point[i][j]<<"\t";
outfile<<endl;
}
outfile<<endl<<"creep:"<<endl;;
for(i=0;i<4;i++) {
for( j=0;j<3;j++)
outfile<<creep[i][j]<<"\t";
outfile<<endl;
}
outfile<<"penetrations:"<<endl;
for(i=0;i<=3;i++)
outfile<<dp[i]<<"\t";
outfile<<endl;
outfile<<"data:"<<endl;
for( i=0;i<4;i++){
for ( j=0;j<8;j++)
outfile << data[i][j]<<" ";
outfile<<endl;
}
outfile <<"f(i) "<<endl;
for(i=1;i<=4;i++)
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outfile <<i<<":"<< f[i] <<"\t";
outfile << endl;
for(i=5;i<=8;i++)
outfile <<i<<":"<< f[i] <<"\t";
outfile << endl;
for(i=9;i<=NOV;i++)
outfile <<i<<":"<< f[i] <<"\t";
outfile << endl;
outfile<<endl;
}// if long
}// if writeout
}
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